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Report Introduction
This report is the ﬁrst overseas social responsibility report released by State Development
& Investment Corp., Ltd. (hereinafter also referred to as “SDIC,” “the Company,” “the Group”
or “We”), systematically disclosing the practices and achievements of SDIC in performing
economic, environmental and social responsibilities in overseas market.

Preparation Basis

This report abides by the Guiding Opinions on Better Fulfilling Social Responsibilities
of State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs) of the State-Owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission (SASAC) of the State Council, and takes, among others, the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), the ISO 26000–Guidance on Social Responsibility
of the International Organization for Standardization (ISO), and the Sustainability Reporting
Guidelines (G4) of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) as reference standards.

The Belt and Road Initiative is as much a path of cooperation as one of hope and
mutual benefit. The philosophy and vision of the Belt and Road Initiative and its
focus on policy, infrastructure, trade, financial and people-to-people connectivity
have much in common with the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development and

Content Description

the two can very well complement and reinforce each other. It is our duty to

This report covers the contents relating to investment, operation and responsibility
performance of SDIC and its affiliated companies in overseas market. The affiliated
companies include, among others, Rongshi International Holding Co., Ltd., SDIC Power
Holdings Co., Ltd., SDIC Mining Investment Co., Ltd., China SDIC Gaoxin Industrial
Investment Corp., Ltd., China Electronics Engineering Design Institute Co., Ltd., China
SDIC International Trade Co., Ltd., and China National Complete Plant Import and Export
Corp., Ltd.

promote international cooperation on development and implement the Sustainable
Development Agenda. By doing so, we will bring true benefit to both the world and
all our people!
----Xi Jinping, President of the People’
s Republic of China

The report covers the period from May 5, 1995 to December 31, 2017. Some contents may
surpass the above scope.

SDIC has effectively implemented the Belt and Road Initiative, accelerated the
integration into economic globalization, focused on overseas direct investment,
international project contracting, international trade and other international
businesses, strived to build global partnership, and boosted local economic
development, aiming at creating win-win values and sharing the development
beneﬁts with the people of the world.

Data Sources

The information and data in this report are from the ofﬁcial documents and statistical reports
of SDIC. As for the ﬁnancial data, all currency amounts are in RMB unless otherwise stated.

Overseas Investigation and Research

To learn the business development and social responsibility performance of SDIC in
overseas market in a deep-going way, the Company organized a social responsibility
investigation and research tour to overseas market in September 2017. The research
team went to Ethiopia and Bangladesh successively, conducting field investigation on
the construction and operation of the Kesem, OMO2 and OMO3 Sugar Factory Projects
in Ethiopia, and Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory Project in Bangladesh, all of which were
undertaken by China National Complete Plant Import and Export Corp., Ltd. The team
also had talks with representatives of local governments, owners, employees, suppliers,
subcontractors, media, NGOs, community residents and other stakeholders, learning the
impacts of the projects undertaken by SDIC to local economic development, social equity
and environmental protection.

SDIC has actively responded to the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,
integrated the idea of “work for investors, for society and for employees” into
international operation, paid close attention to poverty elimination, social equity,
environmental protection and other sustainable development issues, fulfilled
social responsibility, improved living standards, and deepened friendship with the
people of all countries, making contributions to the building of a community of
common destiny for all mankind.

Publicity of the Report

Through adopting diversified channels including the release of “Overseas Social
Responsibility Report of State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd.(1995-2017),”abridged
edition of the report, H5 version of the report and video-based report, as well as the holding
of press conference, SDIC enhances the understanding of stakeholders to the Company.

Availability of the Report

This report is published both in Chinese and English. To learn more information about
sustainable development of SDIC, or download the electronic version of this report, please
visit our ofﬁcial website or scan the following QR code.
Ofﬁcial Website: http://www.sdic.com.cn
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Message from Chairman
Today, economic globalization has become an important trend of world’s economic
development, and China has become an integral part of world economy. The Belt
and Road Initiative proposed by Chinese President Xi Jinping in 2013 has provided
important opportunities for Chinese enterprises to promote transformation and
upgrading and accelerate global operation during their Going Global efforts. As the
Belt and Road Initiative is committed to building a community of shared interests,
destiny and responsibility featuring mutual political trust, economic integration and
cultural inclusiveness, it has also presented some new challenges to those enterprises
in achieving sustainable operation. In face of opportunities and challenges, SDIC has
taken initiative to embrace globalization tide, set foot in the Belt and Road Initiative,
and accelerated the implementation of international operation, helping realize common
and sustainable development of the enterprise and the global economy, society and
environment.
Since the 1950s,China National Complete Plant Import and Export Corp., Ltd.
(COMPLANT) has entered the international market, participating in and implementing
several foreign aid projects and international contracting projects including TanzaniaZambia Railway, Bandaranaike Memorial International Convention Hall in Sri Lanka
and Shwedaung Paper Mill in Myanmar. It has also actively explored the tricks of
the trade of international operation, laying a solid foundation for SDIC to march into
global market. After years of development, SDIC has achieved a strong international
presence focusing on overseas direct investment, international project contracting and
international trade, and established a diversiﬁed market layout covering Asia, Africa,
America, Oceania and Europe. As of 2017, the total operating revenue and total
assets of SDIC’s international business had reached RMB 33.303 billion and RMB
42.589 billion respectively.
SDIC has always adhered to the cooperation idea of “integrity and win-win results,”
strictly followed the laws and regulations of countries and regions in which business
is being conducted, abided by international trade rules and business ethics, strived
to build global partnership, fully leveraged the investment and ﬁnancing advantages,
as well as the industrial advantages, provided high-quality products and services
to customers, boosted local economic and social development, and enhanced
corporate international competitiveness, creating win-win values. For example, the
sovereign credit rating or quasi-sovereign credit rating given by international credit
rating agencies to SDIC, and the ﬁrst successful launching of overseas bonds, have
laid a solid foundation for the Company to overseas capital market ﬁnancing; SDIC
Power Holdings Co.’s successful acquisitions of the thermal power project in Banten,
Indonesia and the offshore wind power projects in UK have provided energy sources
for local economic and social development; SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice Co. is one
of the first batch of fruit and vegetable juice concentrate companies to receive the
ISO9001 Quality Management System and HACCP Certification in China, and its
products have been sold worldwide; the sales volume of vehicle fuel tank of YAPP
Automotive Systems has ﬁrmly taken the third place in the world, and it is committed
to becoming the global leader of vehicle fuel system; SDIC International Trade Co. has
invested a cotton ginnery with a production capacity of 30,000 tons in Bossangoa, a
cotton belt of Central African Republic, which effectively promotes the development of
cotton processing industry of the country, and improves the employment and income
for over 100,000 local cotton farmers; the Kesem, OMO2 and OMO3 Sugar Factory
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Projects undertaken by COMPLANT in Ethiopia have not
only greatly relieved the local sugar shortage problem, but
also promoting the development of industry, agriculture
and regional commerce, which boost regional economic
development, create job opportunities and increase the
income of the people there.
SDIC has integrated the idea of “work for investors, for
society and for employees” into international operation,
paid close attention to poverty elimination, social
equity, environmental protection and other sustainable
development issues, and actively taken actions to fulfill
social responsibility, making positive contributions to the
achievement of the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) and the improvement of living standards of local
people. Through the means of providing clean water, food
and other daily necessities for poverty-stricken people,
creating job opportunities, supporting local industrial
development and conducting medical services, SDIC has
helped local people keep hunger and diseases at bay; by
adhering to the principle of localized and equal employment,
SDIC has created job opportunities, upheld basic rights
and interests of employees, and cultivated local talents; by
developing power transmission projects, roads, bridges,
canals, lighting projects and other infrastructure facilities,
SDIC has provided local people with basic life supporting
facilities and helped facilitate their daily life; through making
donations to education, supporting the building of schools,
improving supporting facilities of schools and conducting
educational support activities, SDIC has supported local
educational development and created a good teaching
environment ; and, through investing and developing clean
energy and green products, tackling climate change and
maintaining ecological system, SDIC has strived to protect
environment and reduce the impact of corporate operation
on local environment, jointly protecting the planet Earth, our
common home.

Wang Huisheng, Chairman
of State Development &
Investment Corp. ,Ltd.

Standing at a new starting point, SDIC will continue to
serve national strategy and promote international business
cooperation, so as to lay a solid foundation for accelerating
the development of a world’s leading investment company
with international competitiveness, and make contributions
to global economic development, social equity and
ecological protection to jointly build a better world!
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About SDIC
Corporate Proﬁle

Corporate Values

Established on May 5, 1995, State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd.
(SDIC), with a registered capital of RMB 33.8 billion, is a state-owned
investment holding company approved by the State Council, as well as one
of major backbone state-owned enterprises (SOEs) directly administered
by the central government. As of the end of 2017, the total assets, ﬁnancial
assets under management, consolidated revenue and total proﬁts of SDIC
had reached RMB 494.1 billion, RMB 1.1 trillion, RMB 101.3 billion and
RMB 18.2 billion respectively; and the number of employees had amounted
to nearly 40,000 people. SDIC has been graded A-class in the annual
performance assessment conducted by SASAC of the State Council for 13
consecutive years and appraised as “Excellently-Performing Enterprise” for
4 consecutive rounds.

Corporate Spirit

Since its establishment, SDIC has been improving its development strategy
and asset mix, and gradually developed its four strategic business sectors,
namely infrastructure-related industry, emerging industries, financial
services, as well as international business. Of those, the international
business, which includes overseas direct investment, international project
contracting and international trade, is an important breakthrough for SDIC to
expand development space.

Integrity and win-win results

After 20 years of exploration and endeavor, SDIC has gradually developed
a unique mode of operation featuring equity investment, equity management
and equity operation and the combination of asset management and capital
operation. Specifically, it is about obtaining equity through investment,
increasing the value of invested enterprises through equity management,
and gaining proﬁts through equity transfer or equity operation. Eventually,
the value of state-owned assets are maintained or increased.
Looking to the future, SDIC will, as always, adhere to the corporate purpose
of “work for investors, for society and for employees,” take initiative to
serve national strategy, leverage the guiding and leading role of stateowned capital in major fields and key industries, vigorously optimize the
layout and mix of state-owned capital and actively promote the pilot work of
reorganizing state-owned investment companies, striving to build a world’s
leading investment company with international competitiveness.

Develop with innovation and
pursue excellence

International Business Entities
Rongshi International Holding
Co., Ltd.

Operation Idea
Integration of capital operation
and asset management

Established on August 23, 2011, the Hong Kong-registered Rongshi International
Holding Co., Ltd (Rongshi International) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of SDIC,
as well as a major operating carrier of SDIC in implementing the strategy of
“going global” and a comprehensive investment and ﬁnancing platform of SDIC in
overseas market.
Since its establishment, Rongshi International has invested in Sentient’s Fund
IV in Australia, Papua Cement Project in Indonesia and ABC Group Inc. in North
America as an investment entity; set up SDIC Financial Leasing Co. to conduct
onshore guarantees for offshore loans, providing an overseas ﬁnancing channel
for SDIC. Currently, Rongshi International is taking active and steady steps to
promote the “going global” strategy of SDIC. It has been paying close attention
to international capital market, preparing to establish an equity investment
fund for overseas merger and acquisition, which focuses on global investment
opportunities, corporate merger and acquisition, and strategic emerging
industries, and seeking for resource development opportunities conforming to the
Belt and Road Initiative.

Cooperation Idea

Corporate Purpose
Work for investors, for society
and for employees
Corporate Core Values
Harmony-orientation, wealth
creation and scientiﬁc
development
Corporate Vision
To build a world’s leading
investment company with
international competitiveness

SDIC Power Holdings Co., Ltd.

The installed capacity of SDIC Power
had reached

29.3 GW

Established in 1989 and as a large independent power producer of SDIC, SDIC
Power Holdings Co., Ltd (SDIC Power) has always been committing to the
development, construction and operation of clean energy projects. As of the end
of 2016, the installed capacity of SDIC Power had reached 29.3 GW, among
which the installed capacity of hydropower, wind power and PV power were
17 GW; the installed capacity of green power under conduction had amounted
to over 10 GW. In addition, SDIC Power enjoys the exclusive exploitation right
of Yalong River basin; it has an installed capacity of 700 MW of wind power in
northwest China, Yunnan and Guangxi where are with rich wind resources, and
the installed capacity of reserve project has reached 2 GW.
In 2016, SDIC Power has steadily expanded international market. Through
acquisition of the offshore wind power projects in UK, it entered the European
renewable energy market, and took the initiative to develop business along the
route of the Belt and Road Initiative, successfully acquiring the thermal power
project in Banten, Indonesia.
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Established in December 2015, SDIC Mining Investment Co., Ltd is a whollyowned subsidiary of SDIC. With a registered capital of RMB 2 billion, it focuses
on investment in mineral resources and related industries.

China Electronics Engineering
Design Institute Co., Ltd.

The market demand-oriented SDIC Mining Investment Co. has invested in the
development and processing of mineral resources such as oil, gas, metals and
nonmetals, as well as the industries of renewable resources, hazardous waste
resources, new energy and construction materials. It has actively participated
in market competition, accelerated resource development, constantly improved
investment efﬁciency, and fully utilized capital market, striving to achieve healthy
and stable development. At the same time, it takes the Belt and Road Initiative
as an opportunity, and actively implements overseas business layout, aiming at
realizing sustainable development between the enterprise and local society.

The overseas business of CEEDI has
covered

25 countries

So far, the overseas business of CEEDI has covered 25 countries including
Ethiopia, Zimbabwe, Tanzania, Tunisia and Algeria in Africa, Suriname and
Ecuador in South America, and Tonga in Oceania. The main business fields
include project feasibility research, engineering design, engineering supervision
and project management.

In 2015, SDIC Mining Investment Co. established a joint venture –PT SDIC
Papua Cement Indonesia, which is committed to leveraging the advantages of
investment and professionalism to develop the cement market in Indonesia and
Southeast Asia at large.

China SDIC International Trade
Co., Ltd.

Top

China SDIC Gaoxin Industrial
Investment Corp., Ltd.

Established in 1987, China SDIC Gaoxin Industrial Investment Corp., Ltd. (SDIC
Gaoxin) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of SDIC. As a forward-looking strategic
emerging industry investment platform of SDIC, it is mainly engaged in direct
investment business as holding company and equity fund business.

500 Chinese Import

and Export Enterprises

SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice Co., Ltd.

As a joint stock company controlled by SDIC, SDIC Zhonglu Fruit Juice Co., Ltd.
(SDIC ZL) is an export-oriented company, with 90% of its concentrated fruit juice
products being exported. Currently, SDIC ZL has established a global market
network with headquarters in Beijing as sales center and Zhonglu America Corp.
and Zhongxin Fruit and Juice Limited as regional service providers, obtaining
significant market shares in, among others, the US, Canada, Japan, the EU,
Australia and Russia. The main customers of SDIC ZL include Coca-Cola, Kraft,
Nestlé, Pepsi, and other world’s leading food and beverage companies.
YAPP has

27

production bases

both in China and abroad
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YAPP Automotive Systems Co., Ltd.

As a holding company of SDIC, YAPP Automotive Systems Co., Ltd. (YAPP)
is a national high-tech enterprise specializing in research and development,
manufacturing and sales of vehicle fuel oil system. The customers of YAPP, a
global fuel system supplier, include, among others, Volkswagen, General Motors,
Ford, Toyota, Nissan, Peugeot Citroën, Mercedes-Benz, SAIC Motor, Dongfeng
Motor and FAW. Since 2013, the sales volume of fuel tank of YAPP has taken
the third place in the world. Today, more than one-third of world’s vehicles are
equipped with fuel tanks from YAPP. Currently, YAPP has 27 production bases
both in China and abroad, and 4 engineering technology centers in China,
Germany, the US and India, among which the center in China is designated as a
national-level technology center.

Established in 1953, China Electronics Engineering Design Institute Co., Ltd.
(CEEDI) focuses on engineering design, and its service scope covers the whole
engineering process of preliminary consultation, planning, environmental and
energy conservation assessment, engineering design, project management,
engineering supervision, engineering contracting, and engineering test and
appraisal. It has been committed to providing high-quality and comprehensive
engineering services for customers both in China and abroad in ﬁelds of industrial
engineering, civil architecture, and test and appraisal.

China National Complete Plant
Import and Export Corp., Ltd.

It has undertaken and completed
more than

1,500 large and

medium-sized complete foreign aid
projects

Established in 1984, China SDIC International Trade Co., Ltd. (SDIC Trade)
is mainly engaged in international trading of bulk commodities. Since 1999,
SDIC Trade has been ranked among the “Top 500 Chinese Import and Export
Enterprises” and the “Top 500 in China’s Service Industry.”It has established
relatively sound and complete warehousing, logistics, bonded facilities and
functions in China’s main ports.
SDIC Trade always adheres to the idea of SDIC in serving national strategy and
focusing on vital ﬁelds and people’s livelihood, insists on the international trade
pattern featuring bulk commodities, large market and major customers, takes the
“building of a healthy, comfortable, and safe environment and pursuing of a better
life” as corporate vision, conducting specialized and high-efﬁcient international
trade, as well as the research, development and manufacturing of new materials.
Currently, the trade business of SDIC Trade covers more than 100 countries and
regions worldwide, and the major products are, among others, cotton and cotton
yarn, grain and feed, oil and oil seeds, wool and chemical ﬁber, and foodstuffs.
The import volume of certain commodities are ranked among the top in the
country, such as cotton and cotton yarn, wool, high-end oil and oil seeds.

Established in November 1959 and with a registered capital of RMB 1.091 billion,
China National Complete Plant Import and Export Corp., Ltd. (COMPLANT) is a
wholly-owned subsidiary of SDIC.
Since its establishment, COMPLANT has been entrusted by Chinese
government to manage, as well as organize and implement foreign economic
and technological aid projects and complete equipment aid projects. It has
undertaken and completed more than 1,500 large and medium-sized complete
foreign aid projects, involving construction, railway, highway, civil aviation, electric
power, petroleum, coal, chemical, metallurgy, machinery, textile, electronics,
pharmaceuticals, agriculture, construction materials, sugar, paper-making,
tobacco, and other industries. Those projects have won widely recognition.
COMPLANT mainly maintains its operations in the developing countries in Asia,
Africa and Latin America. Currently, the projects under construction include the
OMO2 and OMO3 Sugar Factory Projects in Ethiopia, the ASM Hotel Project in
Jamaica, the Sam Lord’s Castle Hotel Project in Barbados, and the printing plant
reconstruction project in Cuba.
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International Operation

International Business Orientation

Since the 1950s, COMPLANT has entered the international market,
participating in and implementing several foreign aid projects and
international contracting projects. It has actively explored the tricks
of the trade of international operation, laying a solid foundation for
SDIC to march into global market. With the Belt and Road Initiative
in 2013, SDIC, adhering to the idea of “integrity and win-win results”
and the principle of achieving shared growth through discussion and
collaboration, has accelerated the implementation of “going global”
strategy, fully leveraged investment and financing advantages, as
well as industrial advantages, and promoted close cooperation with
relevant countries and regions in several fields, striving to realize
mutual beneﬁts and win-win results.

Closely following the world’s economic development
trend, SDIC has effectively implemented the Belt
and Road Initiative, “Made in China 2025” and other
national strategies, clarified international businesses
according to its own business development demand
and advantages, focused on promoting overseas
direct investment, international project contracting,
international trade and other international businesses,
and improved internationalization level, striving to build
itself into a world’s leading investment company with
international competitiveness.

Overseas
Direct
Investment

International
Business
Orientation
International
Project
Contracting

International
Trade

Development Ideas for International Business

SDIC Trade

Insisting on the international
trade pattern featured in bulk
commodities, large market and
major customers, enhancing
risk prevention and control,
accelerating the cultivation of core
competitiveness, and improving
sustainable development and
self-development capacities.

SDIC Power

SDIC Gaoxin

Actively looking for investment opportunities
in the countries and regions along the
Belt and Road Initiative, accelerating the
implementation of M&A and reorganization of
electric power projects in overseas market on
the basis of controllable risks, and achieving
effective proﬁt supplementation.

Applying investment advantages of equity
funds to acquire overseas projects with core
technologies, key parts and components,
or are closely related to public health in the
fields of biomedicine, energy-saving and
environmental protection, water sewage
treatment, and so on.

SDIC Mining Investment

Ta k i n g i n i t i a t i v e t o p a r t i c i p a t e i n t h e
development of the Belt and Road Initiative,
focusing on developing major country markets,
conducting innovation in development model,
and improving market shares in international
EPC project market and proﬁtability.

Using various means to acquire strategic
scarce resources in overseas market, and
accelerating its transformation.

12

SDIC Communications

Centering on the Belt and
Road Initiative, actively
leveraging the synergy effects
with relevant sectors of
SDIC, gradually expanding
overseas market, and using
various means to achieve
breakthroughs in transportation
sector in overseas market.

COMPLANT
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International Business Layout
So far, SDIC has established a diversiﬁed market layout covering

Asia, Africa, America, Oceania and Europe.

International
business
entities

Global

Countries and regions along
the Belt and Road

(as of the end of 2017)

International business layout of SDIC

Rongshi
International

Investment business mainly in 3 countries
and regions

SDIC Power

International business in 2 countries

International business involves 1 country
along the Belt and Road

SDIC Mining
Investment

International business in 1 country

International business involves 1 country
along the Belt and Road

SDIC Gaoxin

SDIC ZL has 2 overseas afﬁliates

SDIC ZL has 1 overseas affiliate in the
country along the Belt and Road

YAPP has 9 overseas production bases
and 3 overseas engineering technology
centers
Major countries and regions in which business is being conducted

CEEDI

International business in 25 countries,
and 16 completed projects

International business involves 11
countries along the Belt and Road, and

SDIC Trade

Trade business covers more than 100
countries and regions across the world

Trade business covers 47 countries and
regions along the Belt and Road

COMPLANT

International business involves over

International business involves 2 5
countries along the Belt and Road, and

Achievements of International Business
SDIC

(as of the end of 2017)

Global

Countries and regions along the Belt and
Road

69 overseas companies with holding or 32 overseas companies with holding or participating
participating shares
shares in countries and regions along the Belt and Road 11
overseas facilities in countries and regions along the Belt
and Road
Total operating revenue of international Total operating revenue in countries and regions along the
Belt and Road: RMB 25.56 billion
business: RMB 33.303 billion
Total assets of international business: Total assets in countries and regions along the Belt and
RMB 42.589 billion
Road: RMB 17.484 billion
Total overseas taxation: RMB 220 million Total taxes paid in countries and regions along the Belt and
Road: RMB 169 million

YAPP has 4 overseas production bases
and 1 overseas engineering technology
center in countries and regions along the
Belt and Road

12 projects have been completed

14 overseas facilities

14

100

countries, and more than 1,500
large and medium-sized complete
projects have been completed

676 projects have been completed
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International Business Projects (part)
SDIC has implemented or constructed a batch of landmark engineering projects,
making great contributions to promote economic and social development, as well as
improve living standards of the people of the countries and regions in which business
is being conducted. Those projects have won wide recognition from governments and
people around the world, effectively enhancing the international competitiveness and
inﬂuence of SDIC.

SDIC Power successfully acquired the thermal power
project in Banten, Indonesia, marking its entry into
international market.

SDIC’s cement project in Indonesia was successful launched
and started production. It was the ﬁrst overseas green ﬁeld
project directly invested by SDIC, as well as the ﬁrst large
industrial project in Papua region since the founding of the
Republic of Indonesia.
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YAPP has established nine overseas production bases and
three overseas engineering technology centers, committing
to becoming the global leader of vehicle fuel system. The
sales volume of YAPP’s vehicle fuel tank has firmly taken
the third place in the world.

CEEDI has been entrusted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the People’s Republic of China to conduct structural test
and appraisal on the Embassy of the People’s Republic of
China in the Republic of Indonesia.

CEEDI has been entrusted by the Ministry of Commerce of
the People’s Republic of China to conduct structural test on
Myanmar National Art Theatre and its attached facilities.

Tanzania-Zambia Railway, China’s largest foreign aid
complete project, was implemented and constructed by
COMPLANT.

The Kesem, OMO2 and OMO3 Sugar Factory Projects
undertaken by COMPLANT in Ethiopia are among the largest
overseas sugar projects conducted by SOEs. The Ethiopian
people witnessed the “Chinese Speed” during the conduction
of Kesem Sugar Factory.

The Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory Project undertaken by
COMPLANT was the largest economic and technological
cooperation project between the two governments of China
and Bangladesh.

SDIC Power successfully acquired the offshore wind power
projects of UK-based Red Rock Power Limited, setting its
footprint in European renewable energy market.

SDIC ZL signed an investment agreement with Poland’s
Appol Group. After the completion of the acquisition, SDIC
ZL will for the first time have an overseas business entity,
which will improve the international production capacity
layout and industrial upgrading.
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Sustainable Development Management
Under the background such as economic globalization and the Belt and Road Initiative, the performance of social
responsibility by enterprises has become a global consensus, as well as an important strategic measure for SOEs to
adapt to the “new normal” of economic development and improving the competiveness. “Transforming our World: The
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development” was adopted at the United Nations Sustainable Development Summit
in September, 2015. The Agenda has clariﬁed the world’s vision and priorities to sustainable development during the
period from 2015 to 2030 in three aspects of global economic development, social equity and ecological protection,
committing to mobilizing the whole world to achieve a series of common goals. It has also urged enterprises
around the world to use their own creativity and innovation capability to effectively respond to sustainable
development challenges.

Sustainable
Development Idea

While serving national strategy and accelerating international business
development during the integration into economic globalization, SDIC
has positively responded to the 2030 SDGs, adhered to the idea of “work
for investors, for society and for employees,” performed sustainable
development and social responsibilities, and created comprehensive
economic, social and environmental values with stakeholders, helping
achieve common and sustainable development of the Company and the
global economy, society and environment.

Sustainable
Development
Organization

SDIC has set up Social Responsibility Working Committee with the Chairman of SDIC
as the director and other leaders of Company as committee members, taking in charge
of the decision-making and deployment of social responsibility work. The News Center
is speciﬁcally responsible for the preparation, release, responsibility communication
and publicity of social responsibility report and sustainable development report of the
Company. The functional departments of SDIC are responsible for the promotion of
relevant social responsibility in accordance with their own duties. The subsidiaries and
the invested enterprises, under the uniﬁed deployment of the headquarters, actively
promote social responsibility practices, ensuring the implementation of relevant efforts.

Stakeholder
Engagement

SDIC holds that the sustainable development of the Company can hardly achieve
without the support and participation of stakeholders. The good relationship with
stakeholders is an important foundation for SDIC to realize sound internationalized
operation.
SDIC has conducted in-depth research on the issues of concern of
stakeholders, attached great importance to communications with stakeholders
and turned the pursuits from various parties into corporate social responsibility
action goals and plans, effectively strengthened capability building, and
broadcasted and publicized responsibility ideas and dynamic information of
responsibility performance of the Company via various means, striving to meet
the expectations and demands of stakeholders.

Host Country
Governments
& Chinese
Government

Environment

Shareholders

Creditors

Community

Overseas
stakeholders
of SDIC

Media &
Social
Organizations

Customers

Invested

Employees

enterprises
Partners
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Sustainable Development Actions
Work
for investors

Our idea

Work
for society

Work
for employees

Our focused ﬁelds

Economic
Development

Insisting on High-Quality
Operation

Boosting Economic
Development

Poverty
Elimination

Helping Poverty-Stricken
People

Providing Daily Necessities

Improving Living
Standards

Social
Equity

Implementing Localized
Employment

Promoting Infrastructure
Building

Supporting Educational
Development

Environmental
Protection

Developing Clean Energy
and Green Products

Tackling Climate Change

Maintaining Ecological
System

Cooperation
Partnership

Conducting Compliance
Management

Building Global Partnership

Our goals
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Our actions

B u i l d i n g a w o r l d ’s l e a d i n g i n v e s t m e n t c o m p a n y w i t h
international competitiveness

Making contributions to global economic development, social equity
and ecological protection
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Economic Development
OMO3 Sugar Factory Project undertaken by COMPLANT in Ethiopia

UN 2030 SDGs
Our actions

Build resilient infrastructure, promote
sustainable industrialization and foster
innovation

22

Reduce inequality within and
among countries

Make cities and resident
areas inclusive, safe,
resilient and sustainable

SDIC has integrated the idea of “work for investors, for society
and for employees” into international operation, insisted on highquality operation, and provided quality products and services for the
countries and regions in which business is being conducted, laying
a solid foundation for the Company to win international market.
Through business development, it has helped promote local economic
development, improved living standards, and created win-win values.

Insisting on High-Quality Operation
Boosting Economic Development
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Insisting on High-Quality Operation
SDIC has adhered to the operation idea of integration of capital operation
and asset operation, constantly conducted innovation in corporate operation
management, and vigorously developed international business. SDIC has
implemented capital operation, enhanced quality management, strengthened
innovation in science and technology, provided high-quality services, and
guaranteed safe operation and adopting other measures. Insisting on high-quality
operation and projects, The Company vigorously forges SDIC brand, and strives to
improve international competitiveness and inﬂuence.

Enhancing Quality Management
Quality is the eternal mission of enterprises and the consistent purist of SDIC.
The Company has firmly fostered the quality concept, and enhanced quality
management by international common standards. It has been committed to
building high-quality and reliable infrastructure and providing high-quality products,
aiming at winning international market.

Case

Currently, all of the engineering projects under construction of COMPLANT are
implemented under effective quality management and control. The project quality
acceptance rates of the completed projects have maintained 100 percent, and have been
transferred to the owners successfully.

maintained

100 percent

Total quality management guarantees international
market of SDIC ZL

SDIC ZL has been committed to improving the consumption level and to providing safe,
nutrient and healthy food products. It has conducted strict management and control of
the links from raw material procurement to export of products, guaranteeing the fruit
juice products to meet both China’s domestic and international quality requirements.
Through formulating and adopting a series of institutions and systems such as “Product
Quality Management Rules,”“Implementation Rules for Quality Control of Raw
Fruits,”“Emergency Plans for Management of Food Safety Crisis,”
SDIC ZL has effectively enhanced product quality supervision
and quality-related feedback, ensuring quality safety.
SDIC ZL is one of the first batches of fruit juice concentrate
enterprises to pass the ISO 9001 Quality Management System
and receive HACCP Certification in China. It has also passed
the quality certification and audit of the US Food and Drug
Administration, the FSSC 22000 Food Safety System Certiﬁcation
and the Kosher Certiﬁcation, using excellent quality to guarantee
the products to be sold around the world.

COMPLANT uses quality to win international market

Since its establishment, COMPLANT has been entrusted by Chinese government
to manage, as well as organize and implement foreign economic and technological
aid projects and complete equipment aid projects. It has won trust and support of
partners and the countries and regions where the projects are located with high-quality
engineering projects for 60 years.

The project quality
acceptance rates of the
completed projects have

Case

The Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory Synthetic Ammonia Project in Bangladesh was awarded
the Luban Prize for Construction Project (Overseas Project), China’s top prize in
construction industry, for its outstanding construction quality, by China Construction
Industry Association. The DAP-1 Project in Bangladesh undertaken by COMPLANT
was also awarded this prize.

Providing High-Quality Services
SDIC has diligently served owners, customers and consumers, established
complete customer relations management system, upheld rights and interests of
customers, actively responded to demands, and strived to provide professional,
high-efﬁcient and high-quality services for overseas customers.

Case

YAPP provides customers with high-quality
products and services

As a supplier of vehicle fuel tank system, YAPP has always put product quality and
services ﬁrst in international operation, implemented quality system in strict accordance
with requirements of customers and internal inspection process, and constantly
improved product quality through technological progress and by using wisdom. Through
completing organizational building, institutional building, customer complaint settlement
mechanism and customer satisfaction survey, YAPP has collected customers’ suggestions
and opinions, and constantly completed and improved product performance, striving
to provide top-quality products and services for customers. Currently, the customer
satisfaction rate of YAPP in overseas market reaches over 95 percent.

Awards and honors won by YAPP
SAIC Volkswagen Excellent Supplier

The customer
satisfaction rate of
YAPP in overseas
market reaches over

95 percent

Excellent Cost Control Award; Excellent Development Award;

FAW-Volkswagen Excellent Quality Award; Top 10 Supplier

In 2017, Ethiopian Prime Minister Hailemariam Desalegn and Sudanese President
Omar al-Bashir conducted an inspection tour to the OMO2 Sugar Factory Project
undertaken by COMPLANT in Ethiopia. Ministers of the two countries and the
governor of Southern Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples' Region (SNNPR) of Ethiopia
accompanied during the tour.

24

SAIC-GM

Excellent Supplier Award

Changan Ford

Excellent Supplier; Advanced C3P Application Supplier

FAW Group

Excellent Quality Award; Cost Improvement Award;
Special Contribution Award

Mahindra

Excellent Product Development Supplier
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Case

CEEDI provides quality test service for Nairobi
South of Mombasa-Nairobi SGR

With a full length of 480 kilometers, Mombasa-Nairobi Standard Gauge Railway (SGR),
which connects Nairobi, capital of Kenya, and Mombasa, the largest port in East Africa,
is the starting section of East Africa railway network. The station of South Nairobi is
designed to be of the biggest scale for Mombasa-Nairobi SGR. The steel framed station
is one of the key factors that aﬀect its successful completion and proper use.
China Electronics Center for Engineering Research Test & Appraisal, an affiliate of
CEEDI, won the bidding and successfully completed the test and appraisal work on
welded steel columns and steel beams at the station of South Nairobi.

With high-quality
test and appraisal
service

The center strictly followed codes and regulations of China’s national railway quality
standards and carried out the test and appraisal to ensure that all the welding work well
meets the requirements of the standards. Ultrasonic nondestructive testing was conducted
on 37 steel columns, and 16 steel beams, with altogether 624 weld beads. With highquality test and appraisal service, the center guaranteed the completion and operation of
the Mombasa-Nairobi SGR Project as scheduled.

Case

COMPLANT enhances overseas work safety
management, maintains corporate and public safety

COMPLANT, as SDIC’s international business platform, has adhered to the guidelines of
“safety ﬁrst, precaution crucial, people foremost and comprehensive management,” and
followed the principle of “be responsible for work safety and for employees’ safety and
health.” It has strictly abided by the laws and regulations of China and of the countries
and regions in which business is being conducted, as well as the work safety rules and
regulations of SDIC and COMPLANT. It has implemented work safety responsibility
system in overseas market, constantly improved the work safety management level of
overseas projects and realized zero work safety accident in overseas market.

Work safety management practices of COMPLANT in overseas market

Formulate management system in advance to standardize work safety
management on overseas projects
Strengthen guidance on overseas projects, and improve work safety
management system on overseas projects
Be strict in contractor admittance, and prevent any work safety risks in
advance
Enhance examination and supervision on work safety, and strengthen work
safety risk management and control
Emphasize work safety training and education, and improve work safety
awareness and skills of employees
Be prepared in case of emergency, and prevent public safety emergency

Safety ﬁrst
Precaution crucial
People foremost
and Comprehensive
Management

Carry out vocational disease prevention measures, and protect occupational
health of employees

Quality test conducted by China Electronics Center for Engineering Research Test &
Appraisal at the station of Nairobi South of Mombasa-Nairobi SGR

Ensuring Safe Operation
Work safety is the foundation and guarantee for an enterprise. SDIC has taken
safe operation as general principle, paid attention to actual situations of the
diversified foreign investment projects and the countries and regions in which
business is being conducted, and formed a three-level emergency plan system
featuring connectivity among different units and respondence at various levels.
It has also conducted strict assessment on work safety, fully delegated the
administrative authority to inspire the work safety management vitality of resident
project management staff, achieved a general steady state of overseas projects
in terms of work safety, guaranteed stable operation of overseas business, and
maintained public safety in overseas market.

26

A pre-shift meeting on work safety held by COMPLANT
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Boosting Economic Development
SDIC has focused on boosting local economic and social development while
advancing its own business development during the operation in international
market. Adhering to the idea of locally-based investment, common development
and shared growth, the Company has taken various approaches including
provision of energy, fees and taxes payment according to law, promotion of local
industrial development, local procurement, job opportunity creation and technology
transfer to help boost local economic development strategically, increase local
ﬁscal revenue and promote social progress there.

Case

COMPLANT constructs Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory Project,
helps promote industrial and agricultural development and
improves living standards of Bangladesh

Bangladesh, one of the least developed countries in the world, is in great demand
for fertilizer as it relies much on agriculture to develop its economy. However, it
has to import large amount of fertilizer every year because of high cost and low
eﬃciency in its own fertilizer production. Since 2011, COMPLANT has contracted
to build Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory Project in Bangladesh, which is so far the largest
economic and technological cooperation project between Chinese and Bangladeshi
governments.

Promoting economic and technological cooperation between China and
Bangladesh, and improving industrialization level
When Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory was in construction, lots of China-made machines, such
as raw gas compressor, sack packer and special parts and components, were brought to
Bangladesh, which has effectively improved the modernization level of the project. The
same time when the project was in construction, COMPLANT also carried out training on
technicians of Bangladesh, in addition to 1,286 persons/times of on-the-spot practice training
by multiple means, to apply the advanced technologies to local production, and to boost the
fertilizer industrialization level of Bangladesh to a new stage.

Boosting economic and social development and improving living standards
of Bangladesh
The construction and production of Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory have also brought along
the economic development of Bangladesh. Over 20 local companies participated in the
construction of the project. It is estimated that 3,000 to 4,000 local workers were hired at busy
hours. Once put in production, the factory will employ more than 700 local people.

3,000 to 4,000
local workers were hired at
busy hours

Mitigating pressure of local fertilizer shortage and helping support
agricultural development
In June 2017, Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory achieved its annual production target one
week in advance with 390,000 tons of output, thus became the very ﬁrst fertilizer
factory in Bangladesh that had realized production target within the ﬁrst production
year. Bangladesh Chemical Industries Corporation (BCIC) issued the “Target
Achievement Cup” to COMPLANT to extend their appreciation.

Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory
achieved its annual production
target one week in advance

390,000 tons

with
of output

It was said that Bangladeshi government spent about 600 million dollars on 1.5
million tons of fertilizer imports every year. Ever since Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory
was built, annual production of 520,000 tons of large particle urea has been realized,
which has obviously eased the tension on fertilizer imports, saving about 200
million dollars of foreign exchange used for the imports every year. Bangladesh has
only limited foreign exchange reserve and now much of it is saved, through which
important contributions have been made to local agricultural development.

Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory in Bangladesh
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Chinese companies have built the Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory, the most advanced modern
fertilizer plant in Bangladesh.
---- Xi Jinping, President of the People’s Republic of China

Chinese President Xi Jinping and Bangladeshi Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina Wazed attended
the opening ceremony of six completed projects including Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory project
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Case

SDIC insists on responsibility investment, provides energy
sources for sustainable development of Indonesia

Indonesia, the biggest economy in Southeast Asia, is a country with relatively rapid
and stable development. It is also the rapid development in its economy that proposes
higher requirements on its energy supply and infrastructure construction. SDIC, with its
experience in investment and electric power operation, invested in Papua Cement Project
and acquired the thermal power project in Banten, Indonesia.

Successful production of SDIC cement project in Indonesia helps

This cement project was
planned to be invested
and built into 2×3,200t/d
new dry process cement
production lines and
supporting facilities, with

region. On June 5, 2015, surplus electricity purchase and sales agreement was signed between
PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia and Papua PLN, in Jayapura, capital of Papua. This
not only helped increase the economic beneﬁ ts of SDIC’s cement project in Indonesia,
but also explored investment opportunities on regional electric power supply. It has also
changed situation of diesel power generation in West Papua, lowered down the costs and
promoted the development of electric power industry, bringing beneﬁts to local residents,
to economy and to society.

promote local economic and social development

Acquiring Banten thermal power project and helping support local electric

Manokwari, capital of West Papua in Indonesia, lies in one of the six big economic
corridors, but there were no cement factories even hundred kilometers away from
it. Cement shipped from other islands to Manokwari was at quite high prices, which
hindered local economic development. Considering this, SDIC and Anhui Conch
Cement Co. jointly invested in and established PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia. The
joint venture dedicates to exerting its advantages in “investment & professionalism” to
explore cement market in Indonesia and Southeast Asia at large.

power supply

In August 2016, the Phase I of SDIC’s cement project in Indonesia – the 3,200t/d clinker
production line was formally put into production. This cement project was planned to
be invested and built into 2×3,200t/d new dry process cement production lines and
supporting facilities, with three million tons of output annually. This cement project is
the ﬁrst large industrial project in Papua region since the founding of the Republic of
Indonesia. In the past, there were no cement factories in east Indonesia but this cement
project has changed the history. Now the project is accelerating the rapid development
of local economy. It is of great signiﬁcance to the friendly relations between China and
Indonesia. It is also the ﬁrst overseas greenﬁeld project directly invested by SDIC.

3 million tons of output
annually

In February 2016, SDIC signed an equity acquisition agreement on the thermal power project
in Banten, Indonesia. The thermal power project, to its true sense, is actually the ﬁrst project of
SDIC Power in implementing the “going global”strategy. It is an important milestone for SDIC
Power, or even SDIC, as well as a major achievement of SDIC’s economic transformation,
marking SDIC Power is beginning to develop business abroad. The development of electric
power also reaches a new high.
The thermal power project is in northwest coast of Banten, west Java, Indonesia, about 110
kilometers away from northwest Jakarta, capital of Indonesia. The project has two phases, with
a total installed capacity of 1,340 MW coal-ﬁred generation sets. The Phase I (1×660 MW)
coal-ﬁred generation sets had been formally put into operation on March 28, 2017, supplying
electric power for local areas. The installed capacity of Phase II is planned to be 1×680 MW,
and now it is at the pro-phase status.

The overseas operating
revenue of the thermal
power project (Phase I) in
Banten, Indonesia, reached
RMB 214.0374 million, and
the total taxes paid reached
RMB 3.3916 million

From January to October, 2017, the overseas operating revenue of the thermal power project
(Phase I) in Banten, Indonesia, reached RMB 214.0374 million, and the total taxes paid
reached RMB 3.3916 million, eﬀectively promoting the economic development of Banten.

SDIC’s cement project in Indonesia

PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia has negotiated with stakeholders, such as Papua
government and Papua PLN, on electric power shortage and its high price in Papua
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Thermal power project in Banten, Indonesia
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Building Sugar Factories with “Chinese
Speed” and Creating “Sweet” Lives for
Ethiopian People
Ethiopia, the “Water Tower of East Africa,” is endowed with particularly favorable
natural advantages and rich crop resources. In the Omo river valley area of
southern Ethiopia, rains come as expected every year and nourish sugarcane
seedlings along both sides of the valley to grow fast. Once, as the industrialization
level in the area was quite low, sugarcanes could not be reﬁned to sugar, which
resulted in the waste of the values of the sugarcanes.

Smooth Operation Satisfying Local Demand for
Sugar
After Kesem Sugar Factory was formally put into operation, the Phase I facilities
can process 1.2 million tons of sugarcanes and produce 130,000 tons of sugar
every year, and the Phase II facilities can process two million tons of sugarcanes
and produce 210,000 tons of sugar every year. Both OMO2 Sugar Factory and
OMO3 Sugar Factory, with planned capacities of processing 12,000 tons of
sugarcanes every day, will not only alleviate sugar shortage in Ethiopia but also
export their sugar for foreign exchange after being formally put into operation.

As one of the most important and absolutely necessary types of consumer goods
for the Ethiopian People, sugar is a type of strategic materials which concerns the
national economy and people’s livelihood, and the sugar reﬁning industry occupies
an important place in the national economy. Years ago, the annual demand for
sugar in Ethiopia was about 450,000 tons, while the annual yield of sugar in the
country was about 300,000 tons. The shortage of about 150,000 tons of sugar had
to be satisﬁed through exporting a great deal of sugar with foreign exchange.

For these years, we have been working
with COMPLANT, mainly providing
it with equipment and services. In the
course of cooperation, our company
grows gradually, and our staff has
increased from 10 people to 50
people. COMPLANT has given us
a lot of opportunities, and we hope
our cooperation will continue in the
future.
----Yassin, An Ethiopian Supplier

Building Sugar Factories with “Chinese Speed”

The Phase I facilities of
Kesem Sugar Factory can
process

1.2 million tons

of sugarcanes and produce

130,000 tons of

From 2013, COMPLANT won the bids for building Kesem Sugar Factory, OMO2
Sugar Factory and OMO3 Sugar Factory in Ethiopia as the contractor successively.
Kesem Sugar Factory was put into trial production in October 2015, and was
completely handed over to the owner for formal operation after passing all the tests
in June 2017. The building of Kesem Sugar Factory, setting the fastest record of
building a sugar factory in Ethiopia, was praised as the representation of “Chinese
Speed” by the owner and has received wide recognition among departments of
the Ethiopian government, Ethiopia Sugar Corporation, the local governments and
residents from surrounding communities. OMO2 Sugar Factory and OMO3 Sugar
Factory, located in the Omo river valley, are still under construction.

sugar every year
The Phase II facilities of
Kesem Sugar Factory can
process

2 million tons of

sugarcanes and produce

210,000 tons of
sugar every year

The building of the factories by COMPLANT, sticking to the underlying principles
of local coordination, mutual development and joint construction, effectively
boosts the development of local industry chain and promoted the local economic
development. Local suppliers and construction companies were engaged to build
Kesem Sugar Factory, which advanced the development of local companies.
Sugar factories are one of the best industries which can boost the development of
local agricultural infrastructure, improve local industrialization levels, quicken the
development of the local distribution industry and accelerate the development of
the local economy. The projects not only boost the development of the agriculture
in the area and improve the level of the industrial equipment there, but also
activate regional commercial distribution. Except for addressing the problem of
electricity shortage, the factories may facilitate the production of high value added
products with byproducts.

Beneﬁting Local Residents

OMO2 Sugar Factory

The construction of the sugar factories not only bring a lot of job opportunities for
local people, which improve their job skills and increases their income; but also
improves the living environment and quality of life for people in the surrounding
communities. After four years of construction and operation, the environment
surrounding Kesem Sugar Factory has changed dramatically. The small village
with only dozens of villagers has developed into a town with hundreds of residents,
which plays social functions and has complete supporting facilities. Similar
changes are taking place gradually around the sites of the OMO2 and OMO3
Sugar Factory Projects.

12,000

tons of sugarcanes every day
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Boosting Development of Local Industry Chain

Kesem Sugar Factory

Both OMO2 Sugar Factory
and OMO3 Sugar Factory,
with planned capacities of
processing

Sugar reﬁned at Kesem Sugar Factory

OMO3 Sugar Factory

The construction and production of
the sugar factories not only facilitated
the development of our economy,
but also changed our life style. As the
farming practices were backward in
the past, local people were not willing
to work. But after the completion of
the factories, people are willing to
participate in modern farming to use
irrigation systems, which makes the
life of the farmers more valuable.
Modern agricultural activities and
modern agriculture did not exist in
the area until COMPLANT came
here.
----Alemayeh Molla, Chief Executive
of South Omo in SNNPR, Ethiopia
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Ambulance donated by COMPLANT to Ethiopian Red Cross Society

UN 2030 SDGs
Our actions

End poverty in all its
forms everywhere

34

End hunger, achieve food
security and improve
nutrition and promote
sustainable agriculture

Ensure healthy lives
and promote well-being
for all at all ages

Ensure access to water
and sanitation for all

Through creating job opportunities, boosting local commercial
development, supporting local competitive industries and other means,
SDIC has helped enhance the sustainable development capability of
poverty-stricken people, assisting them to shake off poverty. Through
providing clean water, food and other daily necessities for local
people, SDIC has improved the living conditions where the business
is being conducted. Through building hospitals and providing medical
assistance and other medical services, SDIC has helped local people
stay away from diseases.

Helping Poverty-Stricken People
Providing Daily Necessities
Improving Living Standards
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Helping Poverty-Stricken People

Poverty
Elimination

SDIC has attached great importance to poverty alleviation of the countries and
regions in which business is being conducted, especially the developing countries
and the least developed countries. Through creating job opportunities, boosting
local commercial development, supporting local competitive industries and other
means, SDIC has promoted employment of the people in poverty-stricken areas,
and helped those people acquire life skills and improve income level, with a view
to eliminating poverty resulted from jobless or lack of capability.

Creating Job Opportunities
Through providing contracted jobs, temporary jobs and other kinds of jobs, SDIC
has helped solve the employment issue of local and indigenous people and
assisted them to improve their living environment.

Case

All the three factories
can create about

15,000 jobs

COMPLANT construction projects bring job opportunities
for local people

During the construction of Kesem Sugar Factory, OMO2 Sugar Factory and OMO3
Sugar Factory in Ethiopia, COMPLANT hired local workers. Each factory project can
bring about 4,000 and 1,000 job opportunities for sugarcane farmers and technical
workers respectively. Thus, all the three factories can create about 15,000 jobs. On one
hand, local workers can help quicken the progress of the projects, and on the other hand,
the projects can increase the income of local people and boost the development of local
economy. For instance, the COMPLANT Kesem Sugar Factory Project Department
hired tribal elders to be responsible for the overall safety of the site and the camp and the
coordination for solving diﬃcult problems involving local people, and local people to act
as guards, cleaners and food servants; and local workers to participate in civil construction
and installation of equipment.

Local workers were employed to construct the OMO2 Sugar Factory Project
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Boosting Commercial Development
The construction and operation of SDIC’s overseas projects has boosted
commercial development of surrounding areas and created new opportunities for
local people to achieve prosperity.

Case

Construction and operation of SDIC cement project in
Indonesia brings vitality to commercial development there

In August 2016, the 3,200 t/d cement clinker production line of SDIC’s cement
project (Phase I) in Indonesia was successfully put into production. The completion and
operation of the project totally changed the history that there was no large-scale industry
facility in East Indonesia. It will certainly play an important role in the economic and
social development of Papua.
After the commencement of the project, supermarkets, cafes and groceries were opened
near the site, and Chinese restaurants and hardware stores were opened in the downtown
area. The streets became prosperous and bustling, and local residents became more
conﬁdent in their future.

Products made by the cement project enrich greatly the types of building
materials available in the local market, and solve the problem of cement shortage
in the area. Electricity generated by the plant every year can provide power to
210,000 people, and every household at the bay is accessible to electricity; in
addition, the construction and operation of the plant drives the development of
the construction, logistics and transportation, hotel, catering and other related
industries in the area.
----Fedy, Head of Industry Department of West Papua Province, Indonesia

Electricity generated by the

plant every year can provide
power to

210,000
people

Launching ceremony of SDIC’s cement project in Indonesia
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Supporting Local Competitive Industries

Providing Clean Water

To develop the industry is one of the most effective approaches to boost local
economic development and eliminate poverty. In line with local industrial
advantages, SDIC has promoted industrial development through providing ﬁnancial
support, introducing sophisticated technologies and advanced management
practices, as well as other means, which further boosts economic development
and creates job opportunities for poverty-stricken people.

In many impoverished and backward areas of Africa and the world at large, people
desperately lack clean water; the domestic water is mainly river water or rainwater
without disinfection, easily causing outbreak of diseases such as cholera, typhoid
fever and diarrhea. Those infectious diseases are seriously endangering the
health and life of local people. SDIC has helped build water supply facilities for
the areas where business is being conducted and provided clean water for free
for local people.

Case

COMPLANT supports local farmers to plant sugarcanes
to help them shake off poverty

Ambilobe Sugar Complex and Namakia Sugar Complex under COMPLANT West
Coast Co. in Madagascar are two sugar reﬁning joint ventures between enterprises and
local sugarcane farmers in Madagascar with the largest planned capacities by far.

In 2016, Ambilobe Sugar
Complex subsidized

sugarcane farmers with RMB

162,000 in total

for growing sugarcanes

covered sugarcane planting
area up to
hectares

803.95

Since the late 1990s, the agricultural production infrastructure in Ambilobe and
Namakia, due to lack of the minimum funds for maintaining simple reproduction, has
been heavily destroyed, which resulted in the yields of sugarcanes and sugar in the area
dropping year by year. In particular, the industrial and agricultural production there
came to a standstill from 2003.
Since being taken over by COMPLANT, Ambilobe Sugar Complex and Namakia Sugar
Complex have been giving strong support to local sugarcane farmers to plant sugarcanes.
In 2016, Ambilobe Sugar Complex subsidized sugarcane farmers with RMB 162,000
in total for growing sugarcanes, which beneﬁted 376 households and covered sugarcane
planting area up to 803.95 hectares; Namakia Sugar Complex supported sugarcane
farmers in expanding the planting area by 220 hectares through providing them with
40.4 cubic meters of diesel, 16.5 tons of compound fertilizers and 56.3 tons of sugarcane
seeds.
The implementation of the policies on supporting sugarcane farmers arouses sugarcane
farmers’ enthusiasm for growing sugarcanes, boosts the development of the local
sugarcane planting industry and creates a lot of jobs, making essential contribution to the
development and prosperity of the local economy and market.

A well dug by COMPLANT at the project site; clean water from the well was supplied at
regular time for residents nearby the OMO2 Sugar Factory Project

Providing Food
SDIC has done what it could to provide food to residents nearly the project sites,
winning recognition from local governments and the people there. Those good
deeds have also deepened friendship.

Ambilobe Sugar Complex helped local
farmers plant sugarcane

Namakia Sugar Complex helped local
sugarcane farmers build irrigation ditches

Providing Daily Necessities
Large numbers of people in many areas of the world are suffering from hunger
due to poverty and they cannot get adequate, safe and nutrient food. During the
process of expanding international cooperation, SDIC has actively fulﬁlled social
responsibility, provided clean water, food and other daily necessities for local
people, and established harmonious relations with local governments and the
people there.

38

PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia respects local traditional culture. It organized a free
snacks provision activity to celebrate the Eid al-Fitr, the end of the holy month of Ramadan,
enhancing relations with local people.
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Improving Living Standards

Poverty
Elimination

“To promote physical and mental health and well-being, and to extend life
expectancy for all, we must achieve universal health coverage and access to
quality health care. No one must be left behind.” Those are excerpts of the
“Transforming our world: the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.” As
an international company, SDIC has strived to improve the public health and
medical service level through building hospitals, setting up modern infirmaries
and conducting medical aid work in the countries and regions in which business is
being conducted, making local people enjoy better medical services and maintain
good health.

Case

Case

COMPLANT helps strengthen Sino-Ethiopian friendship

In December 2016, the Red Cross Society of Jinka in Southern Nations, Nationalities,
and Peoples' Region (SNNPR) of Ethiopia held a donation activity themed “humanity,
love and responsibility.” COMPLANT conducted designated donations of ETB 650,000
to South Omo in SNNPR through Ethiopian Red Cross Society, helping buy ambulances
and improve local medical aid capabilities.

CEEDI helps build Senegal Women’s and Children’s Hospital

In November 2017, an agreement on implementing the project for aiding the building
of Senegal Women’s and Children’s Hospital was executed by and between the
Economic and Commercial Counselor's Oﬃce of the Chinese Embassy in Senegal and
the Ministry of Health and Social Action of Senegal. An investigation team composed
of representatives from the West Africa Office of Agency for International Economic
Cooperation under the Ministry of Commerce of China, CEEDI and a subsidiary of
CEEDI, Beijing Xi Da Construction Supervision Co., attended the signing ceremony.

The hospital is proposed to

have a gross building area of

4,000 square
meters and 84 beds

about

The scope of work of the project covers the whole process of consultancy and
management involving design investigation, engineering survey, detailed design, onsite construction management and otherwise. The hospital is proposed to have a gross
building area of about 4,000 square meters and 84 beds and to be completed in 15
months. After the completion of the project, the hospital, another important project
representing the friendship between China and Senegal, is expected to greatly raise the
treatment capacity for women’s and children’s health issues in Dakar, improve the work
environment for doctors and nurses and the treatment environment for patients, and
enhance the level of modernization of medical equipment in the area.

Ceremony for Donation to Red Cross Society of Jinka from COMPLANT

Omo is a region with high malaria
incidence. In the past, the disease was
very difficult to deal with due to the
lack of medical service workers and
medicines. Things have changed now.
With the opening of the infirmary,
patients nearby the factory can get
good treatment; they no longer had
to go to Jinka city to see a doctor. At
present, about 30 to 40 patients can
be treated one day.
——Bihonegn Kuntubo, Nurse of the
Inﬁrmary at the OMO2 Sugar Factory

An inﬁrmary set by COMPLANT at OMO2 Sugar Factory provides medical services for both
employees and surrounding residents
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Trade Boosts Development of Cotton
Industry in Central African Republic
and Improves Quality of Life

Poverty
Elimination

Looking at his half-baked and skinny six-year old son eating without interest his
supper, a piece of cassava, Sergey felt a little bit of relief after a busy day, and
thought, “We are lucky to still have food to eat.” Sergey and his wife have four
children and his eldest child is 13 years old. All his four children do not go to
school. Like most of the families in Central African Republic, his family’s average
monthly income is about 10,000 CAF Franc (approximately equivalent to RMB
120), which is mainly from planting cotton.
The cotton industry is one of the economic pillars of Central African Republic.
The annual yield of cotton in Central African Republic reached its record peak
of 60,000 tons in 1972, and has been declined year by year since then due to
multiple factors. To serve the world through global purchase is the direction of
development of SDIC Trade.

Project Beneﬁting 100,000 Cotton Farmers

SDIC Trade invested

and built a ginnery with

30,000 tons of

designed annual cotton
production capacity
and

75,000

In July 2011, the memorandum of cooperation and the trade and investment
agreement regarding cotton planting and processing as well as other fields
were made by and between SDIC Trade and the government of Central African
Republic. One year later, SDIC Trade invested and built a ginnery with 30,000
tons of designed annual cotton production capacity and 75,000 tons of designed
annual cotton seeds processing capacity in Bossangoa, the main cotton planting
area in Central African Republic. Besides, the company also support local cotton
farmers through providing them with materials and tools for planting, planting
technologies and field management services, and has exported 7,000 tons of
cotton into China from Central African Republic. The ginnery effectively facilitates
the fast development of the cotton processing industry in Central African Republic
and beneﬁts the people there. Statistics shows that the company has helped over
100,000 cotton farmers of Central African Republic get jobs and improve their
income. Sergey is one of them.

In this year, the cotton yield from my plantation doubled that of last year. Chinese
planting technologies are so great that a lot of people walk kilometers to visit my
plantation. Thank you, China. Thank you, SDIC Trade, for the materials, technologies
and new ginnery you have brought to us. The future will be better and better and I wish
a diﬀerent future for my children.
----Sergey, Local Cotton Farmer

Recognition from Local Governments and
People There
Since SDIC Trade and the government of Central African Republic established
cooperation relationships in cotton industry on a long-term basis, obvious
achievements have been made in supporting cotton planting, restoring and
developing the cotton processing industry in Central African Republic, establishing
cotton trading cooperation relationships and other fields, which won recognition
both from the local governments and local people.
Chinese people not only brought us advanced cotton planting technologies and
built a modern ginnery for us, but also brought hope for the development of our
cotton industry.
----Ibuhain, Head of Cotton Department, Central African Republic

tons of designed annual

cotton seeds processing
capacity in Bossangoa

SDIC Trade and a local employee of Central African Republic conducted a ﬁeld
investigation at cotton plantation
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In August 2015, Samuel Rangba, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Central African
Republic, and his entourage visited SDIC Trade. The two sides held a meeting on
promoting the cooperation between SDIC Trade and Central African Republic on
cotton trade and investment projects
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Social Equity
General Manager of PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia distributed stationery items to school children

UN 2030 SDGs
Our actions

Ensure inclusive and
quality education
for all and promote
lifelong learning
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Achieve gender
equality and empower
all women and girls

Promote inclusive
and sustainable
economic growth,
employment and
decent work for all

Reduce inequality
within and among
countries

Make cities inclusive,
safe, resilient and
sustainable

Adhering to the principle of employee localization, SDIC has recruited
local people, provided them with decent work, increased their
sense of benefit and dignity, and improved their living standards. In
line with actual situations, SDIC has leveraged its own resources
and advantages to construct and maintain infrastructure, support
educational development, and help build sustainable communities and
comfortable housing, striving to make people enjoy convenient life and
high-quality education.

Implementing Localized Employment
Promoting Infrastructure Building
Supporting Educational Development
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Implementing Localized Employment
SDIC has respected human rights from the aspects of maintaining basic rights
and interests of employees, employee localization, job training, safe and healthy
work environment. It cared for its employees and tried to enhance the sense of
belonging, with a view to achieving common development of the enterprise and the
employees.

Maintaining Basic Rights and Interests
Respect to human rights

Social
Equity

SDIC supports and respects the protection of
internationally proclaimed human rights, and makes sure that it is not complicit
in human rights abuses; it upholds the elimination of discrimination in respect
of employment and occupation, and does not treat people differently or less
favorably due to their nationality, race, gender, age, religion and cultural
background; it enforces equal pay for equal work and upholds effective abolition
of child labor and elimination of all forms of forced or compulsory labor.

Case

COMPLANT takes measures to ensure occupational
health of employees

COMPLANT is a certified company that has received the accreditations of China
National Accreditation Service for Conformity Assessment (CNAS) and United Kingdom
Accreditation Service (UKAS) in terms of quality, environmental and occupational
health and safety management. It has attached great importance to occupational health
management. As for the overseas employees, COMPLANT has conducted occupational
health training and physical examination, improved work and life environment, provided
occupational health protection equipment, medical services and medical facilities,
adopted measures to prevent occupational diseases such as offering vaccination and
cooling products, and controlled and reduced occupational risks, eﬀectively preventing
the occurrence of occupational diseases.

Employment management

SDIC strictly abides by the laws and regulations
of countries and regions in which business is being conducted, and signs labor
contracts with employees in accordance with the principle of equal-footed
consultation and win-win results; it provides reasonable compensation and
benefit system, as well as vacation system; pays attention to employee care,
especially for female employees; arranges female employees to engage in light
physical labor, and gives special attention to pregnant employees; and helps
employees with difﬁculties materially and spiritually.

Occupational health

SDIC guarantees physical and psychological health
of employees from the aspects. It provides occupational health physical
examination, builds inﬁrmaries for projects, conducts occupational health training,
popularizes disease prevention knowledge such as the prevention of malaria,
provides labor suppliers, safe food and clean water, and offers safe and healthy
ofﬁce environment.

In 2017，number of

Indicator

2015

2016

2017

Number of employees of SDIC in
overseas market (person)

15,000

13,000

15,000

15,000 person

Labor contract signing rate of
SDIC in overseas market (%)

100

100

100

in overseas market

2015

2016

2017

Investment in work safety (RMB 10,000) 1,862.86

568.51

456.18

100

100

100

9,134

8,987

9,629

100

100

100

Coverage of occupational health and
safety training (%)
Number of participants of occupational
health and safety training (person/time)
In 2016, the COMPLANT OMO3 Sugar Factory Project in Ethiopia was awarded
the title of “Top China Overseas Engineering Campsite” by China International
Contractors Association.

invested RMB

Occupational Health and Safety Performance of COMPLANT in
Overseas Market
Indicator
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In 2017,COMPLANT

Inﬁrmary at OMO3 Sugar Factory in Ethiopia

employees of SDIC

Coverage of occupational health
physical examination (%)

4.5618 million in

work safety
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Case

YAPP formulates reasonable compensation system to
improve employee satisfaction

YAPP adopts a competency and performance oriented compensation system based on the
actual situation in the local market, which takes into consideration external competition
and internal fairness, and employee beneﬁts policies which cover multiple respects, aiming
at increasing employee satisfaction and loyalty and creating a good work environment.

Social
Equity

YAPP Russia Co. adopts the employee hierarchy through establishing posts and positions
and optimizing its organizational structure. Based on the overall assessment of the
competency, attitudes and personal qualities of each employee, it sets a reasonable salary
for each post, taking into consideration the actual situation in the area, its corporate
status and the duties and responsibility of the job, and requires its employees to observe
salary conﬁdentiality clauses. In addition, the YAPP Russia Co. assesses and analyzes the
results of employee satisfaction regularly, for identifying its weaknesses and advantages;
communicates with every employee regularly to understand their advice, actual thoughts
and difficulties both in life and at work; encourage its employees to give constructive
suggestions, and award the employees whose suggestions are adopted; and raises
employee beneﬁts to the extent permitted by relevant regulations, based on the actual
situation in the industry in the area. Besides these measures mentioned above, other
measures are also taken by the YAPP Russia Co. to increase the sense of belonging and
satisfaction of its employees.

Case

COMPLANT conducts professional training to improve
professional skills of employees

To eﬀective implement the Belt and Road Initiative and achieve mutual beneﬁts and winwin results, COMPLANT tries its best to create job opportunities for local residents in
the construction and operation of overseas projects, and to help them improve their living
conditions and raise their living standards.
COMPLANT hires local employees for its overseas projects such as the Kesem, OMO2
and OMO3 Sugar Factory Projects, Ambilobe and Namakia Sugar Complex Projects,
Benin Sugar Complex Project, Togo Sugar Complex Project and Shahjalal Fertilizer
Factory Project in Bangladesh, and takes various training measures to raise the employees’
professional skills.
I have been working for COMPLANT
for more than 10 years, and am a
security director now. The professional
training programs carried out by our
company raise my competency. I am
very happy to work here, and all my
colleagues including our chairman,
directors and management staff give
me great help both in life and at work.
The economic and living conditions of
my family are much better than years
ago.

YAPP Czech Co., taking into consideration local objective factors such as fierce
competition for talents, retains key employees through granting special awards and
motivating long-term services. Besides, it adjusts salaries for the staﬀ within the limit on
the gross payroll for the staﬀ and without impairing its smooth development, to ensure a
good and harmonious employment relationship with its employees.

----Dipak Barua, Security Director of
Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory Project in
Bangladesh

Local employees of Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory in Bangladesh

Localization and Career Development
Established a sound talent

development system covering talent

introduction, development, training
and promotion

In line with development requirements, SDIC has adhered to the principle of
employee localization, given priority to recruit local people and established
an international talent team consisting of employees with different cultural
backgrounds and beliefs and from different countries and ethnic groups. It has
also conducted scientific allocation of human resources, established a sound
talent development system covering talent introduction, development, training and
promotion, and conducted occupational training in accordance with the principle
of integrating general improvement and speciﬁc cultivation, as well as theoretical
training and practical operation, aiming at improving the occupational skills of
employees. Through its own endeavor, SDIC hopes to provide decent work for
employees and to help them improve sustainable development capabilities.

Employee localization rate of SDIC in overseas market
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2015

98%

2016

98%

2017

97%

COMPLANT organized Ethiopian employees of OMO2 Sugar Factory Project
to participate in business training in Nanning, capital of south China’s
Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region
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Diversiﬁed Lifestyles and Community Integration
Through organizing various cultural and sports activities, SDIC has enriched
the spare time life of employees, improved their physical health and enhanced
their relations. It has also held festival activities with respect to ethnic beliefs
and customs, promoting cultural communications. Those activities have helped
employees from different ethnic groups enhance the common sense of identity, as
well as trust, friendship and cohesion.

Case

COMPLANT supports infrastructure construction to
facilitate life of local people

Repairing roads
Year after year, Ambilobe Sugar Complex provides maintenance for the roads in local
regions, so as to facilitate public transportation and transportation of sugar canes for
farmers. Local residents beneﬁt from the very convenient transportation.

Social
Equity

COMPLANT Namakia Sugar Complex Project Department organized an employee
singing and dancing competition

Promoting Infrastructure Building
During the process of conducting business in overseas market, SDIC has built
power transmission projects, roads, bridges, canals, lighting projects and other
infrastructure facilities, made contributions to promote equitable and affordable
access to sustainable basic physical and social infrastructure for all, without
discrimination, as well as helped facilitate the daily life of local people.

Repairing damaged bridge in Ambilobe
In 2015, the major road and bridge to transport sugar and wine from Ambilobe Sugar
Complex to the county were destroyed by ﬂood. It was also the only passageway at rainy
season. The company donated 250,000 dollars to repair the road and bridge, which not
only won good reputation for the company, but also created a good business environment.

Maintaining municipal infrastructure
In 2016, Ambilobe Sugar Complex also provided support in repairing and maintaining
some municipal infrastructure. For instance, it helped maintain the facilities of public
hospitals, sponsored to maintain Islamic religious sites, and provided funds, as well as
goods and materials to local private and public schools for free.

Implementing power transmission and lighting projects
Since 2007, with an investment of nearly RMB 300,000, Namakia Sugar Complex
helped settle the lighting problems for 500 local workers’ family use. Lighting lines were
constructed for local governments, schools, hospitals, stores, churches, villagers and
residents of townships nearby. This included 916 electricity users who were not actually
workers of the company. In 2017, there were 28 new electricity users. Meanwhile, RMB
40,000 was invested to add a TV transmitting station. TV signal is no longer in a poor
and weak situation ever since then.

With an investment of nearly
RMB

300,000,

Namakia Sugar Complex helped

settle the lighting problems

COMPLANT Ambilobe Sugar Complex repaired the damaged Ambilobe Bridge
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Supporting Educational Development
Education is the most fundamental undertaking of a nation. Ensuring inclusive and
quality education for all and promoting lifelong learning is one of the SDGs of the
UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.
In line with its own advantages and the educational conditions and actual
requirements of the countries and regions in which business is being
conducted, SDIC has supported local educational development through making
donations to education, helping the building of schools, improving supporting
hardware facilities of schools and conducting education support activities. It
has strived to create a good teaching environment for local children, helping
them embrace a bright future.
Social
Equity

Case

Case

PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia conducts education
support activity

In May 2017, PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia conducted an education support
activity themed “Work Together for a Bright Future.” With a slogan of “come to a
foreign campus to carry out social responsibility,” the company arrived at Hong Shi
Village Primary School, donating stationery items and imparting knowledge to children
there. The company also repaired the roads to the school, as well as the water supply
system and other facilities on the campus, guaranteeing the eﬀective implementation of
the education support activity and letting Hong Shi Village Primary School become a
witness of friendship.

COMPLANT donates stationery items and builds roads to
support local educational development

COMPLANT has paid close attention to educational development of the areas where
business is being conducted, and provided educational goods to local schools, winning
recognition of local governments, schools, community residents and other stakeholders.
It has also integrated itself into communities and fostered a good corporate image, laying
a solid foundation for business operation there.
Employees of PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia and students

Students were practicing martial arts with teachers of an education support team

Donating educational
goods worth RMB

50,000

Case

In 2015, Togo Sugar Complex of COMPLANT and Embassy of the People’s
Republic of China in the Republic of Togo jointly held a donation ceremony in
Anécho, donating educational goods worth RMB 50,000 to the No. 2 Middle School
of Anécho and Agbandao Primary School. The educational goods includes 200 sets
tables and chairs, schoolbags, tablets and other stationery.
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CEEDI helps improve basic educational facilities in Vietnam

CEEDI undertook the feasibility study project of improving the basic educational
facilities in four provinces along the northern border of Vietnam. The project mainly
included the building and renovation of kindergartens, school dormitories, classrooms,
and other hardware facilities of schools in areas with harsh conditions in four provinces
of Cao Bang, Dien Bien, Lai Chau and Lang Son, covering 33 kindergartens and schools
in 29 district-level subdivisions. The project aimed at promoting the development of
basic education in remote areas of Vietnam, gradually improving the living conditions
of local people, especially the people of minority ethnic groups and women, eﬀectively
and comprehensively implementing poverty alleviation work in poverty-stricken areas,
enhancing peace and stability along the borders of China and Vietnam, and advancing
the friendly relations between the two countries.

33 kindergartens
and schools in 29 district-

Covering

level subdivisions
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YAAP-ZOOM and Its Excellent Employees
In 2007, a signing ceremony for a joint venture between YAAP and ZOOM was
held in Bombay, India. In 2009, YAPP ZOOM Automotive Systems Pvt. Ltd. (YAAPZOOM) controlled by YAAP was ofﬁcially put into operation. YAAP-ZOOM is mainly
engaged in the production and sales of plastic fuel tanks for automotive in India,
and is the first company invested by YAAP abroad. The official commencement
of production of the company signaled the end of the history that there was no
automotive plastic fuel tank supplier in India and represented the entrance of YAPP
into the Indian market through following closely after its international customers
and setting up a joint venture. It is of great practical and strategic signiﬁcance for
the development of YAAP.

the time. Every day, he is the ﬁrst to come and last one to leave. Whenever and
wherever he is needed, he is always there. When he was told that the company
gave him a chance to go to Pune by air for the company’s 5th anniversary, he was
so excited that he was anxious to tell everybody in the world about it, as it was
rare in India that an employee at his level could have a chance to take a plane
at the company’s expenses. He said that the chance and special treatment the
company gave him made him a “big shot” in his family.

Letting Every Piece of Gold Glitter

Social
Equity

YAAP-ZOOM has been tried its best not to waste the talent of any of its employee
and to let them glitter. Geetanjali from the HR department is a piece of “gold” at
YAAP-ZOOM. As the social status of women in India is generally low, it is very
hard for working women there to get any opportunity to develop their careers.
Although Geetanjali is a woman, YAAP-ZOOM still promoted her to the position
of the Deputy Manager of the HR Department because she works so hard and
diligently. It was her efforts that made the formulation of the complete HR system
in YAAP-ZOOM possible. She receives high recognition from many people for her
work in YAAP-ZOOM.

Core Teams Retaining All Their Members
YAAP-ZOOM is the
ﬁrst company invested

by YAAP abroad

YAPP India Automotive Systems Pvt. Ltd. at Chennai, India

YAAP-ZOOM has been dedicated to promoting the idea of “No pains no gains.”
The idea, fully absorbed by the joint venture, has led a lot of excellent talents
to join and remain with YAAP-ZOOM. In YAAP-ZOOM, a lot of names are
remembered, and the stories of the owners of the “names” are examples for many
people to follow.

Although the employee turnover rate in India is high, most of the core teams in
YAAP-ZOOM are stable. One of our competitors once wanted to recruit employees
from YAAP-ZOOM for its new factory in India through a stafﬁng agency. Employees
working more than three years for YAAP-ZOOM were offered doubled salaries.
Even in this kind of situation, no member in the core teams of YAAP-ZOOM left.
Jeevan, the Production Manager in YAAP-ZOOM Pune factory, tore up the offer
sent to him by the competitor before his boss, declaring that he would never
leave YAAP-ZOOM as he loved the company, loved the positive ideas promoted
by the company and loved the excellent culture the company has established. In
the days when he grows and improves with the company, many things has ﬂown
into his blood. Every time when he looks at the employees who has won the
title of “Employee of the Month” delivering speeches in tears, he knows it is the
expression of their true feelings when they are treated courteously.

Model to be Followed
Baskar, a maintenance worker in YAAP-ZOOM’s factory in Chennai, was the ﬁrst a
casual labor working for YAAP-ZOOM who was promoted and formally employed
by YAAP-ZOOM because of his excellent performance. His excellent performance
and promotion made him an example for front-line workers to follow and made
many people confident in their bright future. He wins praises from his boss all
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YAPP India Automotive Systems Co.
offered a prize for the best employee of
the month

S t a f f o f YA P P I n d i a A u t o m o t i v e
Systems Co. attended an employee’s
wedding
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Environmental Protection
Beautiful surrounding environment of OMO2 Sugar Factory Project undertaken by COMPLANT in Ethiopia

UN 2030 SDGs
Our actions

Ensure access to
affordable, reliable,
sustainable and
modern energy for all

56

Ensure sustainable
consumption and
production patterns

Take urgent action
to combat climate
change and its
impacts

Conserve and sustainably
use the oceans, seas
and marine resources for
sustainable development

Sustainably manage forests,
combat desertiﬁcation, halt and
reverse land degradation, halt
biodiversity loss

SDIC has always abided by the laws, regulations and standards relating to
environmental protection of the countries and regions in which business is
being conducted, taken the responsibility of green investment and development
by developing clean energy and conducting R&D on environmentally-friendly
products to provide modern energy for the world. It has also adopted measures
to save energy resources, reduce pollutant emission, develop circular economy,
actively combat climate change and reduce the impact of business operation
on environment. In line with business characteristics and local environmental
conditions, it has spared no effort to protect ecological system.

Developing Clean Energy
and Green Products
Tackling Climate Change
Maintaining Ecological
System
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Developing Clean Energy and Green
Products
By 2030, ensuring universal access to affordable, reliable and modern energy
services, increasing substantially the share of renewable energy in the global
energy mix, enhancing international cooperation to facilitate access to clean
energy research and technology, and promoting investment in energy infrastructure
and clean energy technology is an issue of global concern.
SDIC has actively responded to global sustainable development goals, adhered to
the idea of green investment, constantly enhanced investment in and development
of clean energy, and conducted R&D on environmentally-friendly products so as to
provide modern energy services for the world.

Case

YAPP launches environmentally-friendly fuel tank to meet
requirements of energy-saving and emission reduction

Environmental
Protection

Automotive industry always takes green manufacturing, energy-saving and emission
reduction as its development direction. YAPP, the world’s third largest automotive plastic
fuel tank system supplier, attaches great importance to environment protection and
devotes itself to reduce energy consumption. In daily operation and manufacturing,
YAPP, as a forerunner, firmly implements the mission of green manufacturing.
Nowadays, YAPP has four key projects, YNTF®, Y-EMTS(applied to plug-in hybrid
vehicle), Y-Blue(applied to diesel vehicle in market of India and North America, etc.), and
Y-IHDS(will be applied to fuel cell powered vehicle). YAPP conducts independent R&D
on new products and new technologies, striving to reduce exhaust gas and evaporative
emission, thus achieves the objectives of environmental protection and fuel eﬃciency. In
this regard, it takes the lead both in China and abroad.
In early 2013, YAPP developed the two-sheet parison fuel tank manufacturing method –
YNTF® technology. This was a breakthrough to lower down the noise of system and
to cut evaporative emission (Hydrocarbon emission of the whole car can be reduced
from 800mg to 50mg per day). Hydrocarbon evaporative emission indicators meet the
requirements of LEV III, the strictest requirements of the US. This technology ranks the
top of the international level.

Environmentally-friendly fuel tanks developed by YAPP
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Tackling Climate Change
Currently, tackling climate change and environmental degradation is a major of
the world. During the process of “going global,” SDIC has strictly abided by local
laws, regulations and standards relating to environmental protection, and adopted
effective measures to reduce the impact of project operation on climate change
from the aspects of environmental management, energy-saving and emission
reduction, and circular economy, striving to protect the Earth’s environment.

Enhancing Environmental Management
SDIC has constantly improved organizational system for environmental protection,
set up full-time staff in charge of environmental protection work, formulated special
regulations and management measures for environmental protection, and carried
out environmental protection training to enchance the environmental management
expertise in overseas investment.

Case

PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia improves environmental
management system to reduce pollution

PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia pays close attention to environmental management.
It has established an environmental management committee with the company’s General
Manger as the chairman and department directors as members. Many environmental
protection rules have been formulated since pilot production, which include “The
Environmental Protection Objective Assessment System,”“Management Measures on
Domestic Waste Incineration,”“Management System for Operation and Maintenance
on Sewage Treatment System,” and “Management Measures on Hazardous Chemicals.”
With the above actions taken, the company’s environmental protection system is gradually
established and improved, and the environmental management capabilities are enhanced.
Before the construction of the project, PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia strictly
abided by the local laws and regulations relating to environmental protection. It actively
conducted project environmental impact assessment and got approval on it. It carried
out environmental protection work in accordance with the requirements of the approval,
striving to reduce the environment impact to a minimum level.

In 2017，total invested RMB

5.5million inenergy-saving

and environmental protection
Overall compliance rate
of pollutant emission

100percent

PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia
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Conducting Energy-Saving and Emission
Reduction
It is imperative to enhance energy-saving and emission reduction to tackle climate
change. SDIC has attached importance to energy-saving and emission reduction
management, formulated supervision and management measures, and integrated
energy-saving and emission reduction into annual assessment objectives to
improve energy-saving management level. It has also carried out the “Three
Wastes” management, dust and noise control to reduce pollution to the areas
where business is being conducted.

Case

Emission in conformity with relevant standards & green ofﬁce
OMO3 Sugar Factory built by COMPLANT has well-designed water intercepting and
draining systems, which include internal drainages within the site and facilities to drain
waste water out of the site in conformity with local requirements on environmental
protection. Sewage in the site ﬂows along underground pipes to the septic-tank, while
waste water from the kitchen goes to the oil separation tank before it flows along
underground pipes to the septic-tank. Water from the septic-tank can be used to water
vegetables after degradation. There are several municipal waste containers on the site,
each of which has the word “recyclable” or “unrecyclable” on it. The unrecyclable waste
will go the landﬁll eventually.

COMPLANT strengthens supervision and assessment to
promote energy-saving and emission reduction

Environmental
Protection

COMPLANT has set up supervision and management methods for saving energy
and reducing emission, and requires all its overseas offices to follow strictly relevant
provisions of laws, regulations and policies on energy-saving and emission reduction in
their host countries, elaborate supervision and management measures based on the local
requirements; and to implement energy saving and environment protection in the whole
process through encouraging technical innovation, developing low-carbon economy,
recycling resources, protecting the environment, upgrading energy saving techniques,
providing energy saving services, promoting and applying new green technologies and
processes, and conducting evaluation of energy saving and emission reduction.

Building a pollution free fertilizer factory co-existing with century-old tea
“5 Noes” green factory

No Dust
No Noise
No Odor
No Air Pollution
No Water Pollution

plantation harmoniously
During the construction of Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory in Bangladesh, COMPLANT
performed its environmental protection responsibilities actively, by using advanced
technologies and equipments to meet local requirements for environment protection
and energy-saving to pass the performance tests smoothly. In the daily operation and
production of the factory, COMPLANT conducts strict emission test and control
measures to eﬀectively protect the local environment.
Local employees said proudly that the fertilizer factory is a factory free of dust, noise,
odor, air pollution and water pollution. There is a large scale tea plantation near the
fertilizer factory which has a history of about 150 years. The growth of tea is sensitive
to the environment around, but the workers in the tea plantation said that the fertilizer
factory, free of air pollution and water pollution, had no negative impact on the tea
production and operation of the plantation, it was an environmental-friendly factory.

To demonstrate fully the idea of environmental protection and energy-saving, OMO3
Sugar Factory uses LED lights in its office area, entertainment area and living area.
Oﬃces use natural light in the daytime, and lights for roads, playgrounds and other places
use solar power lights.

The tea plantation nearby Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory
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Developing Circular Economy

Case

Protecting ecological environment, COMPLANT is in action

SDIC has vigorously developed circular economy, promoted recycling use of
resources, improved energy efﬁciency and powered low-carbon development.
In constructing and operating overseas projects, COMPLANT has taken real actions to
fulﬁll social responsibility, helping build green ecological environment.

Case

OMO2 Sugar Factory undertaken by COMPLANT develops
circular economy

Ethiopia is in electric power shortage. It relies heavily on hydropower, which is much
influenced by rainy and dry seasons. The 2X30MW thermal power station for the
Ethiopian OMO2 Sugar Factory undertaken by COMPLANT can not only meet the
daily needs of the factory, but also be able to supply electric power to surrounding areas.
OMO2 Sugar Factory produces sugar, and at the same time there are byproducts such
as bagasse, ﬁlter mud and molasses. The Project Department put the bagasse to generate
power. By reusing the wastes, stress on hydropower is relieved. Filter mud is washed and
then given to local residents as fertilizer for free. Molasses is reprocessed to produce fuel
ethanol, which can be used as alternative energy, further easing the tension in energy
shortage.

In order to improve local ecological environment, COMPLANT Namakia Sugar
Complex in Madagascar has built six junkyards and organized people to clear trash
regularly with equipped machines and tools.
COMPLANT Ambilobe Sugar Complex in Madagascar has taken initiative to dredge
public drainage ditches, maintain sand banks and other water blocking facilities. In
2016, it took Ambilobe Sugar Complex 30 days to dredge water ditches and 12 days to
maintain sandbanks. Tree planting activities were carried out to enhance environment
protection awareness of the employees.

Ambilobe Sugar Complex
took

30 days to dredge
water ditches

Environmental
Protection

Clean and clear public drainage ditches

Molasses tanks of OMO2 Sugar Factory

Maintaining Ecological System
The Earth is our common homeland. SDIC has paid attention to the protection
of ecological environment, enhanced the identification and analysis of
environmentally-sensitive areas and environmental risks, and tried toprotect
the environmental vulnerable areas and ecological conservation areas. It has
also implemented ecological restoration projects, and carried out public welfare
activities, jointly maintaining ecological system with stakeholders.
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COMPLANT Namakia Sugar Complex in Madagascar organized staﬀ to plant trees
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SDIC Power Invests UK-based Offshore
Wind Power Projects to Contribute Clean
Energy
Clean energy, which is also known as green energy, refers to the energy that
emits no pollutant and can be directly used for industrial and civil use. Under the
background of global warming, developing clean energy is of great importance
to guarantee energy security, protect environment, reduce greenhouse gas
emission so as to help achieve sustainable development of global economy and
environment.

shares of Repsol Nuevas Energias UK Limited (RNEUK), a wholly-owned
subsidiary in UK of Repsol S.A., the largest oil company in Spain. The acquisition
included two large offshore wind power projects in UK – Beatrice and Inch Cape.
In May, SDIC Power and Repsol S.A. successfully completed the share transfer of
Wind Farm Energy UK Limited (WFEUK, former as RNEUK) in London, and then
the company was renamed as Red Rock Power Limited.

Wind power is an important renewable and clean energy. Of that, offshore wind
power, which features rich wind resources, requires no land resource and emits no
dust, has gradually become a new ﬁeld in wind power generation, and is of great
importance to reduce environmental pollution.

Environmental
Protection

The investment of SDIC in Scotland
is of great importance and is a vote of
confidence for our renewable energy
industry. The Scottish government
will work closely with SDIC, fully
supporting the proceeding of the
oﬀshore projects.
----Nicola Ferguson Sturgeon, First
Minister of Scotland

In November 2016, Chairman of SDIC Wang Huisheng and First Minister of
Scotland Nicola Ferguson Sturgeon attended the opening ceremony of Red Rock
Power Limited

Offshore wind power

SDIC Power Acquires UK-based Offshore Wind
Power Projects
Closely following SDIC’s strategy of “expand international market, implement
transformation and upgrading, and accelerate global operation,” SDIC Power has
focused on investing and developing offshore wind power and other overseas
clean energy sources. UK is the world leader in offshore wind energy, with a
transparent market; and large capital needs. SDIC Power has given greater
emphasis to European region, especially the offshore wind power projects in UK.
In February 2016, SDIC formally signed the agreement on acquiring 100 percent
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Learning Advanced Experience and Helping
Develop Clean Energy
As a milestone project of implementing the “going global” strategy, the acquisition
marked SDIC Power formally entered the emerging ﬁeld of offshore wind power,
which is helpful for the company to learn UK’s sophisticated offshore wind power
technologies, its offshore wind power development, construction, operation
and management experience. It lies a sound foundation for further expanding
international offshore wind power market. With the successful acquisition, SDIC
Power has also made one solid step towards the new energy market in Europe
and around the globe.
In the future, SDIC Power will continue to strengthen strategic cooperation, fully
leverage its overseas investment platforms to develop clean energy with more
leading enterprises, so as to make contribution to global environmental protection.
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Cooperation Partnership
The 28th China International Wool Trade Fair & Information Conference held by SDIC Trade

UN 2030 SDGs
Our actions

Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for
sustainable development, provide access to
justice for all and build effective, accountable
and inclusive institutions at all levels
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Strengthen the means of
implementation and revitalize
the global partnership for
sustainable development

SDIC has always abided by international conventions and business
ethics, followed the laws, regulations, customs and habits of the
countries and regions in which business is being conducted, insisted
on compliance operation, prohibited commercial bribery and corruption,
and reduced overseas operation risks. Adhering to the cooperation
idea of “integrity and mutual-benefit”, it has been committed to
establishing global strategic partnership with stakeholders both in
China and abroad.

Conducting Compliance Management
Building Global Partnership
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Conducting Compliance Management
Enhancing overseas compliance management: SDIC has effectively improved the
law-abiding and compliance awareness, established and completed compliance
management work system with the general managers of each subsidiary as
the first responsible persons. SDIC has perfected the compliance management
system, covering various links of international business from marketing (bidding/
bid negotiation), project contract performance to agent or consultant hiring, and
from subcontractor and supplier management to gift acceptance, staff management
and employee behaviors. It also formulated and issued the “Compliance Manual,”
comprehensively implemented the compliance idea of “enhance compliance
management to achieve sustainable development,” and clearly required employees
at various posts shouldering corresponding compliance responsibility in a practical
manner and following international business compliance standards. A strict
accountability mechanism has been established to deal with major compliance
violations.
Preventing legal risks in overseas business: SDIC has established legal risk
management system for international business, which features clear responsibility,
complete institutions, perfect mechanism, effective measures and controllable
risks. It has conducted research on country-based legal environment, aiming at
accurately identifying, analyzing and assessing major legal risks, thus makes legal
risks controllable. It has also established an effective mechanism for major legal
risks and disputes handling. According to the requirements of SDIC, in-house or
part-time corporate counsels shall be hired or legal affairs departments shall be
set up for overseas projects. Based on the actual conditions, law ﬁrms shall also
be hired to handle major legal affairs.

Case

Chairman Wang Huisheng visits Czech, UK to strengthen international exchange

In November 10-16, 2016, a delegation led by Wang Huisheng, Chairman of SDIC, visited Czech and UK, aiming at expanding the
investment cooperation with companies in Europe and advancing the progress of the acquired UK-based oﬀshore wind power projects.
The delegation conducted in-depth study on modern production processes and ideas, the excellent management experience of European
leading companies including Sigma; conducted inspection on YAPP Czech Automotive Systems Co., Red Rock Power Limited and other
invested companies, learning the business development of SDIC in Europe and appeals of employees there. The sincere communications
with Czech Invest, Scottish Ministry for Enterprise, Energy and Tourism, and SSE plc, enhanced mutual understanding and trust.
This trip of the delegation achieved fruitful results: Firstly, the delegation learned the development situation of manufacturing, new energy
and other industries in Czech and UK, and got the latest data and information on speeding up the integration of relevant business sectors
into international market; secondly, the delegation conducted communications and exchanges with stakeholders of the UK-based oﬀshore
wind power projects, which enhanced understanding and deepened trust, laying a solid foundation for orderly promoting of the projects and
expanding future cooperation space; thirdly, the trip promoted the cooperation between SDIC and the local companies and governments, as
well as the Chinese diplomatic missions and staﬀ in foreign countries, which was of helpful to jointly solve speciﬁc diﬃculties and challenges
in the process of developing and operating overseas projects; fourthly, the trip helped establish friendly relations with various stakeholders,
laying a solid foundation for further expanding European market; ﬁfthly, the trip enhanced the sense of at home of overseas employees of
SDIC, and strengthened their sense of honor and satisfaction; and sixthly, the delegation got the ﬁrst-hand data relating to overseas business,
which was of help to upgrade relevant systems of SDIC.
During the trip, the delegation told good stories of SDIC to local governments, partners and employees, which showed a good corporate
image and enhanced the international inﬂuence of SDIC. The trip also conﬁrmed the determination and enhanced the conﬁdence of SDIC
to promote reform, advance business transformation, straighten up management mechanism, and boost rapid and sound development of
overseas business.

Cooperation
Partnership

Strengthening overseas intellectual property rights management: SDIC has
established an intellectual property rights management system for overseas
trademarks and patents in accordance with corporate conditions. It has actively
carried out the application and protection work relating to overseas intellectual
property rights, strengthened legal protection, and exercised its rights and
maintained corporate interests according to laws and regulations.
Enhancing overseas legal publicity: SDIC has enhanced publicity and guidance,
required overseas staff to learn laws and regulations of host countries through
internal publications, online platforms and other channels, strengthened
compliance awareness and legal risk prevention awareness of all employees,
showed a good corporate image of observing laws and regulations, and created an
atmosphere of “SDIC governed by law.”
So far, no major legal risks or punishment relating to non-compliance operation,
commercial bribery and corruption, or business ethics have been happened in
SDIC’s overseas business.

Building Global Partnership
The world has witnessed the acceleration of internationalization, and the
international community has increasingly become an integral community of
common interests and common destiny. SDIC has focused on building and
maintaining a global partnership. It has worked together to develop overseas
market with Chinese enterprises, promote international operation with global
companies, and build a beautiful homeland with local governments, enterprises
and people.
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SDIC Chairman Wang Huisheng (second from left) and delegation members held a meeting with CzechInvest
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Case

SDIC signs comprehensive strategic cooperation
agreement with Pitango

In September 2017, SDIC signed a framework agreement of strategic cooperation
with Israel-based Pitango Venture Capital. Against the backdrop of transformation
and upgrading of global economy, the two sides agreed to enhance exchanges and
cooperation in the fields of advanced manufacturing, new energy, bio-pharmacy, and
so on, aiming at making positive contributions to the economic development of the two
countries and building a bridge of friendship for the two sides.

Case

SDIC Trade expands its international trade under the Belt
and Road Initiative

In order to respond to the Belt and Road Initiative, expand international business, and
build global trade partnership, in 2017, SDIC Trade participated in several activities
organized by the Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China of economic
and trade exchanges. It also signed several strategic cooperation agreements with
companies from the countries and regions along the Belt and Road, thus contributing to
the economic and trade exchanges between China and the countries along the Belt and
Road and a balanced trade development between many countries.

SDIC & PITANGO agreed
to enhance exchanges
and cooperation in the
ﬁelds of advanced

manufacturing, new
energy, bio-pharmacy,
and so on

Cooperation
Partnership

Case

CEEDI signs strategic cooperation agreement with MCC
Overseas Ltd.

CEEDI signed a strategic cooperation agreement with MCC Overseas Ltd. in Beijing in
March, 2017. The strategic cooperation will eﬀectively help to leverage their advantages
in overseas market expansion, project investment and ﬁnancing, engineering consulting,
planning and design, as well as project management and supervision, and to grasp the
new development opportunities brought by the Belt and Road Initiative. Through sharing
information and reinforcing complementary advantages, the two companies will work
together to develop overseas markets and achieve mutual beneﬁts and win-win results.

In Manila, capital of the Philippines on March 15, 2017, SDIC Trade participated
in the “China-Philippines Enterprises Trade Cooperation Fair and Signing
Ceremony” jointly held by the Ministry of Commerce of China and the
Department of Trade and Industry of the Philippines. SDIC Trade signed
procurement contracts worth tens of millions of dollars with the enterprises of
the Philippines.

SDIC Trade signed

procurement contracts worth

tens of millions of
dollars with the enterprises
of the Philippines

In September 17-18, 2017, the 29th China International Wool Trade Fair & Information
Conference was successfully held in Tongxiang, a city located in Zhejiang Province
in east China. As China’s largest wool importer and a major player in international
wool market, SDIC Trade serves as one of the organizers of the conference. Through
holding international wool high-level forum, wool trade exhibition, wool salon and other
activities, the conference offered a platform for traders both at home and abroad to
seek for cooperation and win-win results, promote exchanges between each other, and
explore new development path of this industry, thus contributing to the prosperity and
development of the wool spinning industry.

The 29th China International Wool Trade Fair & Information Conference held by SDIC
Trade
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SDIC Gets International Credit Rating,
Issues First Dollar-denominated Corporate
Bonds
International Credit Ratings Facilitating SDIC’s
International Operation
In April 2017, the three major international rating agencies, Fitch Ratings, Standard
& Poor's, and Moody’s, granted SDIC with sovereign and quasi-sovereign ratings
successively, and released the details of the ratings on their ofﬁcial websites. The
A+ credit rating granted by Fitch Ratings to SDIC is equivalent to the sovereign
credit rating it has granted to China as a country, and is the highest international
credit rating available for Chinese companies. Standard & Poor's granted SDIC
with A+ credit rating, and Moody’s A1 credit rating. The assignment of those high
ratings represented a solid step towards accessing to global capital markets and
funding channels, and help to create a good international image.

SDIC gets

A+ rating from Fitch Ratings
A+ rating from S& A's
A1 rating from Moody's
Cooperation
Partnership

Credit rating is an overall evaluation of the debt paying ability and credit worthiness
of a company, and it sticks to the principles of “independent, just, objective and
scientific” and adopts scientific and precise analytical technologies and means.
All of the three major international credit rating agencies agreed that SDIC, a
leading conglomerate company with stable growing asset size and proﬁtability in
the industry, was operating stable and robustly, and had distinct advantages in
risk control, its management team’s experience, and other aspects. As a stateowned investment company and platform in China established to implement major
national decisions and arrangements as well as major national strategies, SDIC
works closely with the Chinese government, undertakes significant historical
missions, and performs irreplaceable roles in guiding investments, adjusting
the national economy and the layout and structure of the state-owned economy,
deepening the reform of SOEs, and other aspects.

First Issuance of Dollar-denominated Corporate
Bonds Overseas with Subscription Amount up
to 7.8 Billion Dollars
From April 18 to April 25, 2017, a team from SDIC has been conducting road
shows for the issuance of its dollar-denominated corporate bonds in Hong Kong
of China, Singapore, and London, which attracted more than 200 representatives
from several international investment agencies.
On April 25, 2017, SDIC’s global pricing conference for the ﬁrst issuance of dollardenominated corporate bonds was held in one of the world’s ﬁnancial centers - London.
At last, the issuance reached one billion dollars with intended orders worth 12
billion dollars and an effective subscribed amount of 7.8 billion dollars, 7.8 times
of the subscribed size. The bonds were allocated to more than 200 investors. The
successful issuance of the dollar-denominated corporate bonds is the ﬁrst show
of SDIC in international debt capital market, and it severs as a milestone for the
development of the Company.

The bond issuance reached

one billion dollars

SDIC’s global pricing conference for ﬁrst issuance of dollar-denominated corporate
bonds

Fitch releases the credit rating of SDIC on its ofﬁcial website
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The sovereign and quasi-sovereign ratings assigned and the first successful
issuance of dollar-denominated corporate bonds overseas marks that SDIC
has got the access to global capital market and funding channels, and lays a
solid foundation for establishing a global fund management system which is
characterized as “one body and two wings”; marks that SDIC is in a favorable
position in overseas investment, international merger and acquisition, and other
ﬁelds, and has a good credit level and market reputation in capital markets both
in China and abroad, and has acquired the ability to allocate resources around
the world, and can give strong support to the implementation of its international
operation strategies; and marks that SDIC has set a good international image,
has won high recognition in the international market, and can guarantee the
implementation of the Belt and Road Initiative and the “going global” strategy.
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Future Prospect
Today, the idea of sustainable development idea is increasingly deeply rooted in people’s minds,
and the global emphasis on sustainable development has risen to unprecedented high. As an
enterprise that is accelerating the pace of “going global,” SDIC will take initiative to adapt to
economic globalization, regard the Belt and Road Initiative, “Made in China 2025”, and other
national strategies as mission, continue to focus on promoting overseas direct investment,
international project contracting, international trade and other international businesses, and foster
corporate competitiveness and inﬂuence in international market. Meanwhile, SDIC will help boost
economic development of the countries and regions in which business is being conducted through
providing, among other, capital, technologies, talent support, and resource assistance, striving to
create win-win values. By means of creating job opportunities for local people, conducting local
procurement, and carrying out public welfare activities, SDIC will continue to help promote social
progress and improve people’s livelihood as well as their living standards. SDIC will continue to
invest in and develop clean energy, conduct research and development of green products, combat
climate change, maintain ecological system, trying its best to fulﬁll environmental responsibility,
and reduce impact of cooperate operation on environment. In the future, SDIC will, as always,
strive to build itself into a world’s leading investment company with international competitiveness.
It will work together with stakeholders, thus jointly making contributions to global economic
development, social equity, and ecological protection.
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Third-Party Evaluation
In 2013, Chinese president Xi Jinping put forward the Belt and Road Initiative, which
advocates peace and cooperation, openness and inclusiveness, mutual learning and
mutual benefits, and which works to build a community of shared interests, future
and responsibility featuring mutual political trust, economic integration and cultural
inclusiveness. As a SOE, SDIC has actively responded to national policies, accelerated
the pace of “going global,” integrated into economic globalization in a deep-going way,
and fulﬁlled social responsibility, thus making contributions to sustainable development
of business and global economic development, social equity and ecological protection.

and built a cotton ginnery in Central African Republic, helping solve the issues relating
to employment and income of over 100,000 cotton farmers there; the Kesem, OMO2
and OMO3 Sugar Factory Projects undertaken by COMPLANT in Ethiopia can provide
15,000 jobs for local people, and the project departments there have also provided
clean water and set up infirmaries for local communities. Through those actions and
practices, we can see that SDIC has made real contributions to the improvement of
living standards of the countries and regions in which business is being conducted,
setting a good social image of Chinese enterprises.

The “Overseas Social Responsibility Report of State Development & Investment Corp.,
Ltd. (1995-2017)” fully and objectively discloses the social responsibility practices and
achievements of the Company in overseas markets from such aspects as economy,
society and environment in a deep-going way. It features clear ideas, concise layout,
diversiﬁed cases and highlighted contents. Through the report, we can see the duties
and responsibilities undertaken by SDIC as a global corporate citizen.

Thirdly, SDIC has insisted on green operation, protecting local ecological environment.
Adhering to the idea of green development and investment, SDIC has constantly
invested in and developed clean energy and environmentally-friendly products, striving
to provide modern energy services and green products for the world. It has strictly
abided by the laws and regulations relating to environmental protection of the countries
and regions in which business is being conducted, and has adopted effective measures
to enhance energy-saving and emission reduction and to tackle climate change. For
instance, through the successful acquisition of UK-based offshore wind power projects,
SDIC Power has contributed clean energy to the world; the environmentally-friendly
fuel tank system development by YAPP has reduced the negative impact of product use
on environment; Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory undertaken by COMPLANT in Bangladesh
has been called a “5 Noes” (free of dust, noise, odor, air pollution and water pollution)
green fertilizer factory by local people; the sugar factories undertaken by COMPLANT
in Ethiopia have used technical processes to treat and recycle byproducts such as
bagasse, ﬁlter mud and molasses, thus turning waste into wealth. Through those actions
and practices, we can see that SDIC has effectively fulﬁlled environmental responsibility,
striving to protect regional ecological system.

It mainly shows in the following three aspects.
Firstly, SDIC has insisted on high-quality operation, helping boost local economic
development. SDIC has fully leveraged its investment and financing advantages, as
well as industrial advantages, insisted on high-quality operation, carefully built highquality projects, and helped boost economic development of countries and regions
in which business is conducted. It strived to achieve win-win results. For instance,
through the successful acquisition of the thermal power project in Banten, Indonesia,
SDIC Power has begun to supply electric power for local areas, which alleviated the
pressure of electricity shortage there; SDIC ZL has provided high-quality fruit juice
products for global customers; the high-performance vehicle fuel tank made by YAPP
has guaranteed the safe travel of people; Shahjalal Fertilizer Factory undertaken
by COMPLANT in Bangladesh has effectively alleviated the pressure of fertilizer
shortage there, helping boost local agricultural development; the Kesem, OMO2 and
OMO3 Sugar Factory Projects undertaken by COMPLANT have not only alleviated
the pressure of sugar shortage there, but also helped the government earn foreign
exchange through sugar export, and those projects have also boosted the development
of local subsistence agriculture, sugar refining, regional commercial logistics, and
other industries. Through those actions and practices, we can see that SDIC has been
using its products and services to help the countries and regions in which business is
conducted, as well as the people there, solve economic and social issues, with the aim
of achieving sustainable development and creating win-win results.
Secondly, SDIC has been committed to improving people’s living standards, helping
realize social harmony. During the process of promoting international business, SDIC,
in line with actual social issues and local demand, has taken initiative to fulﬁll social
responsibility. It has insisted on employee localization, created job opportunities for
local people, and increased their income. It has also provided daily necessities for
local people, conducted medical services, helped build infrastructure, supported
educational development, given aid to competitive industries, paid attention to people’s
livelihood, and promoted social harmony. For instance, SDIC Trade has invested in
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In short, the “Overseas Social Responsibility Report of State Development & Investment
Corp., Ltd. (1995-2017)” is a good report, reflecting the duties, responsibilities, and
dedication of SDIC as a leading Chinese enterprise. I hope SDIC could take this
report as opportunity to continue to enhance sustainable development ideas and carry
out sustainable development practices, creating comprehensive economic, social
and environmental values. Meanwhile, during the “going global” process of Chinese
enterprises, SDIC could play its role as a model in promoting sustainable development
and fulﬁlling social responsibility, telling the stories of the Company and of China to the
world well.

Ou Xiaoli, Inspector with the Department of Western Region Development under the
National Development and Reform Commission of the People's Republic of China
January 4, 2018
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Appendix
Key Performance Indicators

SDIC Gaoxin – International Operation Performance of YAPP
Indicator

International Operation Performance of SDIC
Indicator

Unit

Number of overseas holding and shareholding
companies

2015

2016

2017

Enterprise

67

66

69

Ofﬁce

14

13

14

Number of overseas ofﬁces
Total operating revenue of international
business

RMB 100m

315.77

285.90

333.03

Total assets of international business (as of the
end of term)

RMB 100m

330.62

319.13

425.89

Total overseas taxes paid

RMB 100m

1.77

2.04

2.20

15,000

13,000

15,000

Number of employees in overseas market

Person

Labor contract signing rate in overseas market

%

100

100

100

Employee localization rate in overseas market

%

98

98

97

SDIC Mining Investment Co.
— International Operation Performance of PT SDIC Papua Cement Indonesia
Indicator

Unit

2015

2016

2017

Operating revenue in overseas market

RMB 10,000

51.26

3,128.71

35,143.91

Total overseas taxes paid

RMB 10,000

2,460.99

2,371.05

1,419.64

Employee localization rate in oversea market

%

65.71

61.38
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Customer satisfaction rate

%

100

100

100

Passing rate of environmental impact
assessment of newly-built projects

%

100

100

100

Overall compliance rate of pollutant emission

%

-

100

100

Unit

2015

2016

2017

Total operating revenue of international
business

RMB10,000

86,514.96

86,375.76

86,185.33

Total overseas taxes paid

RMB10,000

66.60

202.37

102.98

Proportion of Female employees in
overseas market

%

86

86

86

Employee localization rate in overseas
market

%

100

100

100

Product quality acceptance rate

%

99.2

99.6

99.8
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2015

2016

2017

Total operating revenue of international business

RMB 10,000

213,595

201,773

201,023

Total operating revenue in the countries and
regions along the Belt and Road

RMB 10,000

36,599

47,596

75,161

Total taxes paid

RMB 10,000

12,811

12,782

10,110

Total taxes paid in the countries and regions
along the Belt and Road

RMB 10,000

3,036

3,126

8,000

Employee localization rate in overseas market

%

99.7

99.2

99.7

Coverage of training for overseas employees

%

100

100

100

0

0

0

Number of deaths due to work accidents in
overseas market

Person

Coverage of occupational health physical
examination for overseas employees

%

100

100

100

Coverage of occupational health and safety
training for overseas employees

%

100

100

100

Product quality acceptance rate

%

98.87

99.37

99.19

Project contract performance rate

%

100

100

100

Customer satisfaction rate

%

100

100

98.68

Number of patents applied in overseas market

Patent

41

40

32

Number of patents authorized in overseas market

Patent

56

28

12

International Operation Performance of SDIC Trade
Indicator
Total international trade

Unit
USD 10,000

2015

2016

2017

163,634

102,279

120,000

International Operation Performance of COMPLANT
Indicator

SDIC Gaoxin – International Operation Performance of SDIC ZL
Indicator

Unit

Unit

2015

2016

2017

Total operating revenue of international business

RMB 10,000

172,247

214,387

271,054

Total operating revenue of business in the countries
and regions along the Belt and Road

RMB 10,000

115,205

156,323

207,511

Investment in R&D of engineering technology

RMB 10,000

6,468

7,769

6,722

Overseas project quality acceptance rate

%

100

100

100

Overseas project contract performance rate

%

100

100

100

Accident

0

0

0

Person

0

0

0

Number of work safety accidents in overseas market
Number of deaths due to work accidents in
overseas market
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Dear readers,
Thank you very much for reading this report. For continuously improving the reporting work, we are looking
forward to receiving your opinions and suggestions. Please help us ﬁll the following feedback form, and feel
free to contact us by the following means:

Report Introduction

G4-18,G4-28,G4-30

Message from Chairman

G4-1,G4-2

P06-07

About SDIC

G4-3,G4-4,G4-8,G4-9,G414,G4-15,G4-34,G4-35,G436,G4-38,G4-42,G4-43,G4-45

P08-11

International Operation

G4-EC7,G4-EC8

P12-17

Sustainable Development Management

G4-15,G4-16,G4-24,G426,G4-27

P18-21

G4-4,G4-10,G4-14,G4-EC8

P24-27

G4-EC8

P28-31

G4-EC7,G4-EC8

P32-33

Tel.:

Helping Poverty-Stricken People

G4-EC7,G4-EC8,G4-SO1

P36-38

Providing Daily Necessities

E-mail:

G4-EC7,G4-EC8,G4-SO2

P38-39

G4-EC7,G4-EC8,G4-SO2

P40-41

G4-EC7,G4-EC8,G4-SO2

P42-43

G4-LA1,G4-LA9,G4-LA10,G4-HR2,
G4-HR3,G4-HR5,G4-HR6

P46-50

G4-EC7,G4-SO2

P50-51

G4-EC7,G4-SO2

P52-53

Features: YAAP-ZOOM and its excellent
employees

G4-EC8

P54-55

Developing Clean Energy and Green
Products

G4-EN19,G4-EN27

Insisting on High-Quality Operation
Economic
Development

Poverty
Elimination

Boosting Economic Development
Features: Building sugar factories with
“Chinese Speed” and creating “sweet”
lives for Ethiopian people

Improving Living Standards
Features: Trade boosts development of
cotton industry in Central African Republic
and improves quality of life

SDGS
9,10,11

SDGS
1,2,3,6

Implementing Localized Employment
Social Equity

Environmental
Protection

Cooperation
Partnership

Promoting Infrastructure Building
Supporting Educational Development

Tackling Climate Change

SDGS
4,5,8,10,11

P58
P59-62
P62-63

Features: SDIC Power invests UK-based
offshore wind power projects to contribute
clean energy

G4-EN27

P64-65

Conducting Compliance Management

G4-SO3,G4-SO5,G4-SO8

Building Global Partnership
Features: SDIC gets international credit
rating, issues ﬁrst dollar-denominated
corporate bonds

SDGS
16,17

Name:
Company/Organization:

Suggestions and Feedback (Please mark “√” in the appropriate position)

G4-EN11,G4-EN12,G4-EN13

SDGS
7,12,13,14,15

Mailing Address: State Development & Investment Corp., Ltd.
International Investment Plaza, 6-6 Fuchengmen
North Street, Xicheng District, Beijing, China (100034)

Your Information

G4-EN3,G4-EN6,G4-EN27

Maintaining Ecological System

1. What is your overall opinion on this overseas social responsibility report?
◎ Very Good ◎ Good ◎ Fair
2. Does this report reﬂect the major impacts of SDIC on economy, society and environment?
◎ Very Good ◎ Good ◎ Fair ◎ Poor ◎ Very Poor
3.Does this report disclose clear, accurate and complete information, indicators, and data?

◎ Very Good ◎ Good ◎ Fair ◎ Poor ◎ No Idea

4. In which aspect you think the Company has been performed the best?
◎ Sustainable Development Management ◎ Economic Development ◎ Poverty Elimination
◎ Social Equity ◎ Environmental Protection ◎ Partnership
5. What is the most satisfying part of this report?

P68

G4-EC7,G4-EC8

P68-71

G4-EC8

P72-73

Future Prospect

G4-2

Third-Party Evaluation

G4-33

80
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6. What kinds of information do you think is not disclosed in this report?
7. What are your suggestions for our future reports?

P74
P76-77

81
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